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Dean's Report
Each year. the beginning of classes is a hectic
time for all of us at the law school. Although I
always look forward to thereturn of the students
and the. opportunity to get back into the class-
room, the blizzard of paperwork and the myriad
of problems that surface during those firstccuple
of months often seem oppressive.
So, whenToddEberlesendsmeagentle (or,
truthfully. a not so gentle) reminder that my
letter for the Kentucky Lawver is due, I always
groan. As Ibegin to prepare to write my letter,
however, my spirits rise, since this letter gives
me the opportunity to reflect a bit on our situa-
tion at the law school and consider the progress
we made over the last year.
Today. as I consider on our situation and the
events of the last academic year. I am aware of
the difficulties that we face. Notwithstanding, I
am proud of what the law school has been able
to accomplish and exceedingly optimistic about
where' we are going. In fact, all this makes me
feel so\good that it almost compensates for all of
the silly reports that I have to fill out and the
useless information I ain required to supply to
the federal government, state, University. Lex-
ington Campus, AALS, ABA, KBA, LSAT,
NALP, CHE, ETC. (l am lying, of course; not
even our progress can remove the pall of depres-
sion that falls from such oppressive bureaucratic
demands).
During 1990, we set an all time record (and
a big record) for our fund raising. As you may
have heard. we raised approximately $670,000.
This was nearly twice as much as we have ever
raised before. In the course of this, we estab-
lished three new professorships at the law school.
The Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs Professorship was
established as a result of an $85,000 gift to the
law school by wyatt, Tarrant & Combs. Also,
we completed the second year of our Ashland
Oil Challenge by establishing a second Ashland
Oil Professorship of Law. Finally, we estab-
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lished the Wendell H. Ford Professorship of
Law. It is now our largest professorship and has
an endowment of nearly $200,000.
Our support was not limited to professor-
ships, however. Joel Williamson, a 1970 gradu-
ate of the College of Law, made a $50,000 cash
gift to the law school, and we used that to
establish the Joel Williamson Scholarship Food.
We made our first award from that endowment
in April of this year. and Brett Todd is our first
Joel Williamson Scholar here at the law school.
In addition to all of this, we received liter-
ally hundreds of gifts from friends and alumni.
Without these gifts, our success would not have
been so great last year.
During the last academic year, we made a
major commitment to strengthen our develop-
ment capability and now have hired our first,
full-time Director of Development. Debbie
Wells. Debbie is originally from Muhlenberg
County and has extensive development experi-
ence. This is a major resource commitment for
us, but it is an essential foundation for the law
school as we move toward the twenty-first cen-
tury.
Other good things happened to the law school
during the last year. Our 1991 entering class has
the best credentials of any class we have ever
taken. Our median LSAT score for that class
jumped by two points to a 38. In addition, we
received additional support for our library. Our
faculty salaries continued to become morecom-
petitive. Our teaching is rock solid, and our
faculty is productive.
All of this is not to imply that the College of
Law is without problems. We are constantly
struggling to make sense of our exceedingly
tight budget. We need additional funding for
our library. We are nervous about the job market
for law students. We may be facing budgetary
shortfalls in the next year or so. We need
additional faculty to expand our course offer-
ings and provide more hands-on experiences for
our students.
Problems such as these are always present
in a law school, however, and should not deflect
us from the realization that the law school is
headed in the right direction and is making real
progress in the quality of its program.
Foundations are the key to quality improve-
ments in any law school. A law school that has
a fme faculty, a fine student body. a fine library
and supportive alumni is by definition a fme
institution. Glitz does not a great law school
make. We understand thatattheCollegeofLaw
and are focusing our energies on foundations.
We believe it is paying off.
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Reflections
This issue's "Reflections" offers afascinaiing accowu
a/the origins of the University o[KenJudcyCoilege of
Law. It was authored 1Jy the College of Law's first
Dean, W.T. Lafferty of Cynthiana, Kentucky, dates
back 10 1904 and was originally publish£d in the
January 1923 issue of tke Ken/weltY Law lQUl1141
(Volume XI, Number2). You need not recall the times
and the everus. The names, places and institutions are
familiar to all who have passed through or been
associated with the law school. / commend it 10 you.
Editor
The Founding of the College of Law
of the University of Kentucky
By W. T. Lafferty
In 1904, I was made a member of the Board of
Trustees of the State College of Kentucky, and
at the same time was made a member of the
Executive Conunittee appointed by the Board of
Trustees. My duties as a member of the Execu-
tive Conunittee called me from my home in
Cynthiana to the seat of the College at Lexing-
ton, about once each month. As I had received
my education at that college while it was a part
of Kentucky University, the work soon became
fascinating and I could see that an opportunity
was offered for building up a great educational
institution out of what had been begun as a State
College after its separation from Kentucky Uni-
versity. Many difficulties appeared in the way of
progress, such as lack of sufficient revenues
from the state government, lack of modern ideas
of college building, lack of cooperation from the
public, and the unfortunate antagonism which
was bitterly waged between the State College
and other educational institutions of the state.
My law practice was such thatlcoulddevote but
little time to the great educational problems
which at that time were being seriously ne-
glected by the great mass of the people. By
gathering information through catalogues from
institutions in other states, by visitation at inter-
vals to many state institutions, and by extensive
correspondence, I convinced myself that Ken-
tucky needed and should have a State Univer-
sity, modeled after the plans of like institutions
of our more progressive states. To do this more
money was needed and new legislation was
necessary, creating the University and outlining
a new policy for construction and methods of
procedure. This idea was not altogether popular
but enough support was secured in the Board of
Trustees to begin the work contemplated. At the
regular meeting of the board, held in June 1907,
aconunittee was appointed, composedofTibbis
Carpenter, C. B. Terrell, and myself as chair-
man, called the Legislative Committee. It was
vested with full power and authority to go before
the approaching session of the State Legislature,
which was to convene in January 1908, and
secure, if possible, a change of the charter of
State College to a State University, and to secure
such additional fmancial aid as might be neces-
sary to promote the new educational enterprise.
At the outset it was apparent to the Legislative
Committee that the name Kentucky should be
attached to the name of the State University, and
that itwould be necessary to have some kind of
understanding with the other university located
in Lexington, operating under the name of Ken-
tucky University, a name it had held about forty
years, it being the university to which the State
College had formerly been anached. I had now
become a sectarian institution and we felt that
some understanding could be reached whereby
it might be induced to drop the name Kentucky
in favor of the State University to be created.
The Executive Committee of State College was
called together to consider this question, and
Col. Cassius M. Clay of Paris, who was amem-
her of the denomination supporting that institu-
tion, and myself, also a member of that denomi-
nation as well as a member of the Board of
Trustees of the Bible College connected with
that university, were appointed a conunittee to
take up negotiations with a like conuninee ap-
pointed by its Board of Trustees, leading up to an
understanding as to the question of name. After
repeated meetings an agreement was reached.
Kentucky University, for a reasonable consid-
eration, gave up the name Kentucky, and re-
assumed the name provided inher original char-
ter' viz.: Transylvania University. Mr. Clay and
I reported the result of our action; the report was
approved, and the Legislative Committee au-
thorized to adopt the name for the State Univer-
sity as agreed upon.
At the previous session of the Legislature
two normal schools were provided for and at this
time were in full operation, one located at Rich-
mend, the other at Bowling Green. Unfortu-
nately, bitter feeling and antagonism existed
between those in charge of the two normal
schools and those in charge of the State College.
Each of the two normal schools had also ap-
pointed legislative conunittees to go before the
approaching session to secure such legislation
as each should need. The conunittee of the
former was composed of President R. N. Roark,
J. A. Sullivan, and Phil Grimstead; the laner,
President Cherry, Whit Potter and aMr. Cole. At
that time Kentucky was meagerly giving money
for the promotion of her educational interests,
and I realized at the outset that the Normal
Schools and the State College, working with the
legislative body for a share of the little amount
it was disposed to appropriate, would inevitably
engender friction between the schools that would
result in the failure of all. In the month of
August, after ourccmmitteeshad been appointed,
President Roark was employed to conduct the
County School Teachers' Institute of Harrison
County, to be held in Cynthiana. As chairman of
our committee, I approached President Roark
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during the meeting and had a satisfactory talk
with him in the hope of reconciling all the
differences between the schools. I at once pro-
vided for a dining at our home in Cynthiana, at
which President Roark was guest of honor, and
to which I invited several prominent educators I
could easily reach, including Professor Milford
White, who was then head of the normal school
connected with the State College. President
Roark had been head of this normal school
before the creation of the two separate normal
schools. During the evening we talked of the
possibilities of an educational uplift in Ken-
tucky and I discovered the additional evidence
that should we go to the Legislature without a
conunon understanding, the existing feeling
between the schools would mean absolute fail-
ure and a compromise was hardly to be ex-
pected. Next day, in another conference with
President Roark, I suggested that our three com-
mittees meet together at an early date and ascer-
tain whether or not an understanding on mutual
lines could be reached. He agreed that the effort
was advisable and I arranged for a meeting in
Louisville, at which most of the members of the
three conunittees were present. A preliminary
understanding was reached and I was made
chairman of the joint comminee. We agreed that
we would jointly visit the State College and each
of the two normal schools, and as nearly as
possible sum up the needs of each. then deter-
mine how much money we might be able to
induce the Legislature to appropriate for the
three schools and agree to the distribution among
them. We visited the State College, the Normal
School at Richmond, and then we went to Bowl-
ing Green, where we, after a prolonged meeting,
accompanied with contentions and arguments,
but each supported by absolutely honest and fair
convictions of right, reached the conclusion as
to what should be done in the way of the bill
asking for an appropriation, and stating how it
would be divided, which agreement is shown in
the bill as it passed both houses of the Legisla-
ture and became alaw, after a laborious task that
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Reflections
fell upon us to induce the Governor to sign it.
This bill was prepared by J. A. Sullivan and
myself, submitted to our joint comminee for its
approval, and only slightly modified by the
Legislature.
Icarefullyprepared a bill creating the State
University in which new ideas of university
policy were provided for so as to accord with the
plans of other states in building
their universities. This bill pro-
vided for closing the normal
school as it then existed for the
preparation of teachers for the
rural schools, and to provide
teachers only for the more ad-
vanced work. It also provided
for the gradual elimination of
the Academy, which was a part
of the State College, as a prepa-
ratory school. These last provi-
sions brought bitter attacks from
the State College management,
but that opposition was over-
come by the action of the Board
of Trustees and the bill became
a law.
During this period it be-
came necessary for me to im-
pose seriously upon my busi-
ne~s at home, by reason of my
personal attention being needed
at practically every step as the
work proceeded. While each of
us worked without pay, we were
rewarded in the splendid suc-
cess that crowned our efforts,
as we saw Kentucky make her
beginning in her upward strides
for higher education.
The bill creating the Uni-
versity provided for many new
features and policies, among
them being the creation of a
Medical Department and Law
Department. At a meeting of
the Executive Committee in
April, 1908, just after the new
law had been made, I was asked to organize the
department of law, to be one of the colleges of
the University. I was at that time enjoying an
extensive law practice in my home town in
Cynthiana and the salary that was offered to one
who might become the first dean of the College
of Law was to be equal to that paid to the heads
of the leading departments of the State College
and controlled by the rules then in existence.
The salary was not sufficient to justify me in
taking up the work, but it was believed that the
position of Comptroller would also be created
and a salary attached to that office. I was asked
to take the two positions and work them in
conjunction, devoting my whole time to the
work. I agreed to undertake the work as an
experiment for the period of one year, and if
success should seem assured andmy work proved
congenial to me and satisfactory to the Univer-
sity authorities, I agreed to abandon my law
practice and take up the work permanently. For
the period of the first year, beginning July I,
1908, J traveled each day on the L &N Railroad
back and forth between my home at Cynthiana
stances very limited. I looked around among the
buildings, then in use upon the campus, and the
only space available was in the two rooms in the
Educational Building, together with a small
room for an office. I was able to secure from the
small amount of money provided for the pur-
pose sufficient to engage the services of Judge
Charles Kerr of Lexington, and T.E. Moore of
Paris, each of whom agreed to
devote one hour each day to
the teaching of law in the new
college. We three constituted
the first Law Faculty, and be-
gan our work in September,
1908, with a matriculation of
28 law students. At the time
there were five other law
schools in the state, each of
which provided only a two
years' course in law, with no
particular school training for
the students who might attend
their schools. It was in my
mind at the outset to make a
Law School with the require-
ments of the American Stan-
dard, which was a three year
course in law, based upon at
least a four year high school
course, and I was determined
that the University should have
nothing less. However, during
the experimental year I thought
it not advisable to place the
standard too high until our
people could be educated up
to it. The first year was a two
year course, based upon the
equivalent of a high school
course.
Before the beginning of the
workinSeptemberoflhatyear,
I spent quite a while in the
Law College of Michigan Uni-
versity studying their meth-
ods and plans, and during that
year I kept in close touch with
many of ourbestlaw schools by correspondence
and by all other possible means. The first year
was satisfactory and after consulting many of
my friends of the legal professional throughout
the state, I became convinced that the state was
ready for a good, up-to-date law school.
Our equipment during that year consisted
of the blackboards and benches we found in the
two rooms assigned us, and no books except the
text books used in the classes, and copies of the
Kentucky Code and Statutes.
During the summer, after the close of the
first year, I visited the Law College of Chicago
University and spent some time in watching the
manner of conducting the instructional work
and all methods in use in that rapidly growing
W. T. Lafferty.first dean, UK College of Law 1908-1922
and Lexington, a distance of 33 miles, working
at the new problem. The experience of the first
year convinced me of the great possibilities for
building up a great university with a College of
Law as one of its integral parts. I thereupon
entered into a regular contract with the Univer-
sity authorities and took hold of both positions
with the determination to make a great success
if possible of this new field. This arrangement
made it necessary for me to sell my home in
Cynthiana and take up my residence in lexing-
ton, which was done in October, 1909.
In the Organization of the College of Law
I was given a free hand by the Board of'Trustees,
except as to the amount of money that I was
allowed to spend, which washy forceofcircwn-
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modem school. I must acknowledge the many
favors shown me while there by Dean Hall of the
Law College, who entered sympathetically into
the plans I was making. and who was unsparing
in the use ofhis time, giving me all possible aid.
We opened the second year with the Ameri-
can Standard course adopted, and about forty
students. We had the same Law Faculty, with a
few law lecturers provided additionally, and had
added to our law library a set of Kentucky
Reports. about 300 volumes from my own law
library, and a few small gifts which made our
library contain about 500 volumes. We contin-
ued our work in the quarters originally assigned
to use until the latter part of the second year.
April,191O.Iwas then allowed the take the third
story of the Science Building, which had been
vacated by the Mining College, and was given
permission to have it prepared as I thought best
for the accommodation of the College of Law.
We were able to move into the new quarters
before the close of the school year and the year
ended enthusiastically and with great satisfac-
tion to our faculty. We had at that time attracted
considerable attention throughout the state, and
I pushed every opportunity possible to further
our growth.
During the summer vacation, I visited other
law schools, made many new acquaintances
among law school men, attended the Associa-
tion of American Law Schools, and made appli-
cation for admission to membership in that body,
which at that time was composed of a limited
number of the best law schools of the country,
with only three schools of the entire south able
to offer the necessary qualification for admis-
sion. The next year, after my application had lain
over the required length of time for investiga-
tion. our school was admitted to membership.
During the same summer, following the close of
our second year I was able to add to our law
faculty Judge Lyman Chalkley, who for many
years had been a successful law teacher, and
who agreed to devote his entire time to teaching
in our school.
We opened our doors in September of our
third year with a good increase inour attendance
and during the year added much to our library by
purchase and by gifts, the most valuable of
which was that of Mrs. Ezekiel Clay of Paris,
Ky., who gave a large collection of law books
from the valuable library of her former husband,
Honorable George C. Lockhart, deceased. By
the close of the year om library contained about
3,500 volumes of well selected law books, and
the third year ended with great success.
At the opening of the fourth year we had
lost from our faculty T. E. Moore, but had added
G. W. Vaughn. I.R. Bush and J. Embry Allen,
each of whom was a practicing lawyer at the
Lexington Bar and each devoted a part of his
time to teaching in the College of Law. We also
added several lecturers on special subjects. Our
student body increased in numbers and was
made up of young men much better fitted for the
law work. Our law library was increased about
1,000 volumes during the year and our year
closed with marked success.
We opened the fifth year with the same law
faculty of the previous year and a still further
increase in the number of students. During the
year we strengthened our curriculum, added to
Out law library a full set of the English Repotted
Cases. and some other small sets, which made
the library at the close of the year contain about
5,500 volumes. That year was noticeable for the
enthusiastic way in which both faculty and stu-
dents entered into the work and which closed
with success beyond our expectations. The en-
thusiastic spirit of the students told for good, for
our further advance in this--that each became a
walking advertiser for the College of Law.
We have since that year continued to
strengthen our curriculum, faculty and library,
until we have now added to our faculty the Hon.
Ruben B. Hutchcraft, of Paris, who will devote
all his time to teaching, Judge George DuRelle,
as special lecturer on Federal Law and Proce-
dure, John 1. Tigert, Instructor in Civil Law, and
five members of the Lexington Bar, each of
whom will deliver a course of lectures along
special lines. We feel we now have a faculty
equal to any in the South or West. Our library
will contain, by the time school opens in Sep-
tember, about 9,OOOvolumes, including the valu-
able collection of law books assigned to our use
by President Henry S. Barker.
This resume in written at Chicago, during
my vacation, August, 1915.
W. T. Lafferty
Lafferty Hall, home of the College of Law from 1938-1965.
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Feature
Michael M. Hawkins, 72, (back row, extreme left) on Sister Cities Exchange Program
between the members o[the bar o[Cincinnati, Ohio and Kharkov in the Ukraine.
Michael W. Hawkins, Class of 1972. is OM of eight
Cincinnati area attorneys who visited 1M then USSR
aspart ofasister City Exchange Program with the c ily
of Kharkov in the Ukraine. Mike told KentuckY Law-
~ 'The opportunity 10 trove/to the Soviet Union,
which included two days inMoscow and seven days in
Kharkav in lJu Ukraine, was wi/houl qlll!Stion an
opportunity of a /ifet~. The trip was fwther en-
hanced by having llu! opportunity to interact and
communicate withallorn.eys (advocates), Jaw profes-
sors, judges, government leaders. elected officials,
colJege professors, bUSmeSS1mI1, studenls and citi-
zens a/the Soviet Union."
To be surt, changes have occurred since Mike's
visit, but they serve only to mau his article more
timely. We thankMikefor sharing his experience wah
us.
Editor
A First Hand View of the USSR
and Its Legal System
by Michael W. Hawkins
Upon our arrival in Moscow, we were met by
Sasha and Lenya, two law professors from the
Kharkov Law Institute, and Uri Voniv, our tour-
ist interpreter. These three individuals spent
more time with our group than any others and
accompanied us on om travels and eleven-hour
trainridefromMoscow to Kharkov as weU as on
our return trip and from Kharkov and two days
in Moscow. Not only did we learn much about
the legal system in the Soviet Union from them,
but we also shared meals with them in their
apartments; toasting freedom, friendship and
peace. It is also from these three men that we
recognized that we all search for freedom, wish
for peace and that our countries are made up of
human beings who share fundamental common
interests. They became our friends and hope-
fully. will bepart of a delegation of eight Soviet
attorneys who are scheduled to visit Cincirmati
in December.
We saw lines for bread, milk, tobacco, gold
and other commodities. We shopped in their
spartan stores, saw cashiers using abacuses to
total up purchases, walked in parks and farmer
markets.
The main focus of our trip was to observe
the Soviet legal system and to exchange ideas
and thoughts about our legal system. As in the
United States, a legal education is the founda-
tion for a legal career in the Soviet Union. The
Kharkov Law Institute has an enrolhnent of
approximately 6,OClO students, employs 330 fac-
ulty members, and is one of only four legal
institutes in the entire Soviet Union. Students
enter the Soviet legal study program upon gradu-
ation from high school; it takes five years to
complete. Admission is granted only after pass-
ing a rigorous test. Upon graduation, each "law-
yer" (equivalent to the American paralegal with
additional legal studies) is guaranteed a position
within the government and may have the oppor-
tunity to begin preparation to be a criminal
investigator. or judge, or "advocate" (the Soviet
term for attorney) for a wide range of law-
related positions.
Within each judicial district the govern-
ment determines how many advocates practice,
a figure which is based upon the population in
that district. In order to become an advocate, a
lawyer must participate in an internship pro-
gram under other advocates for a period of two
to three years. At the end of this time. only if a
position is open and if the individual pursues an
oral exam can the individual actually practice as
an advocate. To the best of my knowledge,
advocates are employees of the government and
represent the defendant in a criminal matter as
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well as the plaintiff or defendant in a civil
matter. Because there is a limited number of
advocates in a given judicial district, there are
many people who even if able to afford the fee,
cannot acquire the necessary legal representa-
tion.
I learned that there is a severe lack of
confidence in the Soviet legal system. Histori-
cally, many of the advocates were members of
the Communist Party and the individuals who
needed legal assistance often had grievances
against the Party or the government. It quickly
became apparent that the same feeling exists
today as Soviet citizens frequently approached
our group and requested legal service in one
form or another. They felt that if an American
attorney would pursue their claim, it would be
recognized by the system.
While in Kharkov, we did meet some advo-
cates who had recently established a legal co-
operative or as we know it, a private law firm.
We learned that the advocates who work for the
government are not truly independent and in
their opinion do not adequately represent the
needs of the people.
While in the Ukraine, we had the opportu-
nity to witness how a case is conducted in the
district and appellate courts. The district court is
the equivalent of the first level of civil and
criminal courts in the United States. Cases in-
volving misdemeanors and minor civil disputes
are heard here. An appointed judge tries the case
and is accompanied by two lay people. Most of
these lay people are factory workers from the
area and have been elected by their fellow em-
ployees to serve with the judge. We learned that
the judge and lay people actually vote on the
issue of guilt or innocence and collectively as-
sign the appropriate punishment. The appellate
court was much more formal than the district
court and heard appeals from the district court,
criminal cases and more complex civil matters.
On two occasions, we had the opportunity
to meet with the organized bar at which time we
met with the organization's officers. Theorgani-
zation clearly recognizes the need for the
privatizationoflegal service and severance from
the government. Although a tedious process,
some success in asserting independence is evi-
dent.
It is clear that the Soviet legal system has a
solid foundation, however, its validity to the
people of the Soviet Union will become appar-
ent only after substantial changes have taken
place and the advocates are independent of gov.
ernmental or Conununist influence. Although
our encounter with the advocates was brief, the
assistance and encouragement we offered them
provided the impetus for taking the first steps.
When they come to Cincinnati in December.
additional opportunities to communicate will
enhance these efforts.
She attended a meeting and found the support she wanted for girls'
athletics.
Two of the women in the group were lawyers, and another was in law
school. "It seemed tome after being involved in the women's movement for
a few years that law school would allow me to gain some of tho~ skills that
I could then use to do something about some of the social issues of the day,"
she recalls.
She was already wearing out in the classroom. "I began to feel like my
life was spent primarily doing the kinds of administrative tasks that were
assigned, and less and less of my time could be devoted to teaching," she
says.
It was time for a change. She gained entrance to Syracuse University
College of Law and knew she had made the right decision.
"I discovered that I love law, butl missed teaching so much," she says.
"After a few weeks in law school I realized that what I wanted to do was
teach in a law school. That way I'd get to do the best of all possible things-
use my law training but also teach students."
She graduated with her lD in law in 1974 and then worked for a year
as a clerk to the New York State Supreme Court Appellate Division.
The following year she had four job offers, but Kentuckyprovided the
best combination of what she was looking for-a good regional law school
in a nice place to raise a child.
She carne as an assistant professor. Outside the classroom she began
volunteering for the Kentucky Commission on Women. helping them with
legal problems. Later she was appointed to the commission. and began
chairing it under Governor Martha Layne Collins.
"It was in that capacity that I had input into various pieces of
legislation. either actually drafting it or testifying for or against legislation
that would impact on women," she says.
For all her efforts, Bratt has received numerous civic and organiza-
tional awards given by such groups as the YWCA, Midway College, the
Federal Correctional Institute, Kentucky State University, theAAUW, UK
and the Kentucky Commission on Women.
'Those awards are always kind of an embarrassment to get," she says.
'There are so many women doing so may things that ultimately help all
women that it feels awkward to be singled out."
Bratt, however, has been singled out for good reason. She has spent
15 years speaking to women's groups working on women's issues, partici-
pating in the drafting oflegislationdealing with issues relevant to women-
all of which are incremental accomplishments.
Profile
Professor Carolyn S. Bratt excells at teaching as well as her other
responsibilities
Carolyn S. Brait. W. L.Matthews Professor of Law, Serves 1IOtonly the law school.
bU1 also the University and the comnJUllity. As Chair of the University Senate, she
has heightened the visibility of the College of Law on the UK Campus. The following
article appeared earlier in Communi-K, the University of Kentuc/cy's faculty/staff
newspaper. We are pleased to reprint it here with the permission of the auJhor.
Editor
A Passion for Justice Guides Professor Carolyn Bratt
By Heidi Bright Parales
Students attend law school for many reasons including promising
careers, the desire to help others and a basic, scholarly interest in reading
the law.
Carolyn Bratt earned her juris doctor degree for different reasons. Her
passion for justice led her to law school to gain tools that would bring about
greater equality for women.
She didn't always have this passion for justice, but did have a well-
tuned sense of fairness. She had lived a fairly usual life, graduating from
college, getting married and staring a family. She taught jurtior high history
in Syracuse, New York.
About her second year at the school, her principal asked her to
volunteer to coach the girls' basketball team. She accepted. In the spring
however, she discovered the that boys' coach got paid.
"When I asked about it, I was told that what I did didn't amount to
anything worth being paid for," she says, "that offended my sense of
fairness."
The problem wasn't just the lack of pay. The girls were being short-
changed in terms of equipment.
Bratt went to complain to the Syracuse Board of Education. "I thought
I did a very effective presentation." she recalls. Yet she knew she wasn't
getting much respect from the board members because she was a junior
high school teacher.
Now, Bratt felt not only the injustice of the situation, but also their lack
of respect for her job. Seeds of discontent were sown.
Part of her solution came one night when she was watching television.
With great interest she saw a demonstration by six or eight women who
were with the Syracuse chapter of the National Organization for Women.
"It suddenly dawned on me that maybe these people would be
interested in what was going on with these girls'basketball programs," she
recalls.
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The Robert M. and Joanne K. Duncan Faculty Award
For Outstanding Teaching
1984 Richard H. Underwood
1985 M. Louise Graham
1986 Willburt D. Ham
1987 Thomas J. Stipanowich
1988 Robert G. Schwemm
1989 Sarah N. Welling
1990 Carolyn S. Bratt
1991 Eugene R. Gaetke
"You do them every day, you do them every week, you do them as they
arise. Ultimately you hope that it will have some kind of an impact." she
says.
The same incremental principles apply in the classroom. "I know I
have trained literally hundreds of women attorneys," she says. "Ultimately
that may make a difference inhow law is practiced. But to say. Today I did
this, and it was a great step for women,' that just doesn't happen. You just
keep doing it every day."
Recently she worked as chairperson of the UK Senate Council Ad Hoc
Committee on the Status of Women.
"I know from my reading that there have been studies done at other
institutions that have uncovered significant problems," she says. "One
would assume that since we are not immune to the same kinds of problems
as other schools. we would have problems here. If
The committee examined the economic. social and political status of
all women employees and. proposed methods to eliminate barriers to
participation in the University community.
''The report in itself isn't going to make some major change in how
women feel about their employment at UK," notes Bratt, "but it's a step in
the right direction. It's a beginning."
The Senate Council, which approved this study. has elected Bratt as
the Council chairwoman for the current year.
As chairwoman, Bratt says she as a much better sense of what the
University is about. "Most of my experience has been in the College of
Law. Now Iget to see both the Lexington Campus and the Medical Center,"
she says.
She finds it a nice change of pace from her regular work in teaching,
research and writing, though she continues teaching.
"Iwouldn't totally give up teaching." she says. "I'd miss the classroom
too much. It's a wonderful experience to go into aclassroom and know after
50 minutes, that the students actually learned something they didn't know,
and that you've facilitated the process."
"When you teach. your influence isn't just for the day you teach them
that material. Itgoes on forever because you have helped somebody learn
something that they will use in the future. Ifmd that exciting. I love to watch
the students fmally grasp an idea, and its a challenge to me to see whether
I can help them do that."
Her love of teaching is evident by her many academic and profes-
sional awards. She has received the Duncan Award for Excellence in
Teaching, the Cassis Award for Excellence in Legal Research and Schol-
arship, the Faculty Advisor Excellence Award, the Alumni Professor of
Law Award. the Great Teacher Award, and the College of Law Outstand-
ing Teacher award.
Currently theW.L.Matthews Professor of Law ,Bratt teaches courses
in property law and gender discrimination, her two favorite areas of law.
She continues to practice law to keep her skills current.
"If you don't, you end up giving intellectual advice to your students
without being touched by the reality of the practice of law, " she explains.
"On the other hand, Idon't think Iought to be practicing law just to
make money, so Irepresent neighborhood associations in zoning matters
because I find that interesting. I do other kinds of pro-bono work which
allows me to use that training in ways that Ithink are useful rather than just
profitable."
In addition to all her other duties, Bratt was on the presidential search
committee and is the new faculty member on the Board of Trustees. "I'm
really delighted to been the Board of Trustees because Ithink there's areal
need to help the trustees understand that the faculty is engaged in the very
enterprise that this university is all about. We have ideas and insight into
the academic enterprises that are really worth listening to," she says.
Bratt will be heard. Her passion for fairness and justice will ensure that
much.
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Nina Totenberg Featured for 7th
Roy and Virginia Ray Lecture
The 1991 Roy and Virginia Ray Lecture was
delivered by National Public Radio's award-
winning legal affairs correspondent, Nina
Totenberg. The topic for the November 7th
lecture was "Covering The Courts: Cases
Convictions and Confirmations."
Ms. Totenberg's coverage of the U.S.
Supreme Court and of leg a! affairs ingeneral
has won widespread recognition. In1988 she
won perhaps the foremost prize inbroadcast
journalism. the Alfred I. duPonr-Colwnbia
University Silver Baton. for her coverage of
Supreme Court nominations. She has been
honored six times by the American Bar As-
sociation for continuing excellence in legal
reporting. She has also won the coveted
Sidney Hillman Foundation Award, the
Headliner Award, and the Annstrong Award.
A frequent contributor to rnajornewspapers
and periodicals, she has published articles in
The New York Times magazine. The Chris-
tianScience Monitor, and The HarvardLaw
Review.
Author Nat Hentoff conunented on the 1991 Ray Lecturer by noting, "Nina Totenberg's listeners
get a multidimensional sense of the drama, intellectual and otherwise, of a Supreme Court case: the
struggle in the courts below. the oral arguments in the High Court, and the divisions among the
Justices. She makes the law come alive. She covers the Justice Department the same way. as well as
the judiciary committees of the House and Senate. Totenberg is unfailingly lucid, crisp, and. as
someone said. gives you an enlivening sense of informed discovery."
This was the 7th biennial Ray Lecture since the fund was established in 1977. The lectures are
offered free of charge to the legal conununity and the public. The series is supported with monies
provided by Roy and Virginia Ray of Dallas. Texas, Mr. Ray is a 1928 graduate of the College of Law .
Previous lecturers in the series have included William S. Sessions. Director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (1989); The Honorable Abner 1.Mileva, Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia Circuit (1987); The Honorable Prentice H. Marshall, Judge of the United
States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois (1985); The Honorable David L Bazelon,
Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit (1983); Jesse H.
Choper, then Professor, now Dean, University of California School of Law (1981); and Roger C.
Cramton, then Dean, now Professor, Cornell Law School (1979).
Nina Totenberg
John M. Rogers
Named Associate Dean
for Academic Affairs
Professor John M. Rogers has been named As-
sociate Dean for Academic Affairs at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky College of Law for 1991-
93. He replaces William H. Fortune who served
in that position from 1989-91.
Rogers has taught at the law school since
1978. Prior to teaching he was an appellate
attorney in the Civil Division of the United
States Department of Iustice, in Washington,
D.C, from 1974 to 1978. He served as a visiting
professor at the Department of Justice from
1983 to 1985.1n 1987-88, Professor Rogers was
a Fulbright Senior Lecturer at the College of
Foreign Affairs. Beijing, Peoples Republic of
China,
Wells Named
AlumnifDevelopment Director
Deborah A. Wells, formerly Director of Devel-
opment for the College of Health and Human
Performance at the University of Maryland, has
returned to her native Kentucky to accept a
position as Director of Development and Alumni
Affairs at the UniversityofKentuckyCollegeof
Law. A 1972 graduate of Western Kentucky
University, Wells has had experience in teach-
ing, marketing and sales inaddition to herrecent
6 years of experience in development work at
the University of Cincinnati and the University
of Maryland. She will become the first Director
in a newly created position at UK with respon-
sibilities in the area of fund-raising, alumni
relations, and institutional advancement.
Barbara and Raymond Edelman, '77,
Donate Finishing Touch to College of Law Courtroom
In early 1990. the University of Kentucky's College of Law Courtroom possessed only a faded
United States flag, no Kentucky flag, and no seal of the Commonwealth. Today, through the efforts
of a law school administrator, a student. and several alumni we have replaced the worn U.S. flag,
obtained a Kentucky flag, received two new flagpoles and stands, and installed a Seal of the
Conunonwealth on the wall over the Judge's bench. All of this was accomplished at no cost to the
state or the law school.
The final piece of decorating to enhance the appearance of the courtroom was a 25 inch
diameter Seal of the Commonwealth donated by Barbara and Raymond Edelman. both from the
Class of 1977. Their generosity has lent much to the dignity of the courtroom which also serves
as the law school's auditoriwn.
The most recent group attracted by the new ambiance was none other than the Justices of the
Supreme Court of Kentucky who heard oral arguments for several cases in the College of Law
Courtroom on Friday. October 18, 1991 affording both students and members of the public a
greater understanding of the judicial process. Our "friends of the court" have made the surround-
ings of the courtroom most pleasant,
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In Memorium
Wendell H. Cherry, Class of 1959
1959 Graduate and lifelong patron of the University of Kentucky College of Law, Wendell H. Cherry,
died of cancer at his home in Louisville on July 16, 1991. In addition to the founding of Humana, Inc.,
he was widely known for his contributions to the arts, sports and community. His continual support
of the law school continues to be reflected in part by the Wendell Cherry Professorships established
for College of Law faculty. Former Kentucky Governor and UK law classmate John Y. Brown, Jr.
said at Cherry's death. 'We've lost a great Kentuckian. His life, I think, should be an inspiration to all
yOlmg men that grow up and go to school and work inKentucky. He and David Jones built one of the
greatest American business stories of the last 20 years ... It shows what a Kentucky student and
businessman can do."
Born inHart County near Horse Cave, Kentucky, Cherry graduated from Caverna High School
and received his bachelor's degree inbusiness from the University of Kentucky in 1957. Cherry served
as Editor-In-Chief of the Kentucky Law Journal and graduated first in his class from the College of
Law in 1959. His leadership and his presence inKentucky as well as at the law school will be greatly
missed.
Professor William Fortune on Sabbatical
But Hard at Work
Professor William H. Fortune, most recently Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, is taking a one
year leave of absence to work for the Kentucky Department of Public Advocacy.
Paul Isaacs, the State Public Advocate, in making this announcement said: "The Department is
very excited to have working for us a lawyer with Bill'sexperience, both as a litigator and as a teacher.
He is a recognized expert in the areas of criminal law , evidence, and professional ethics, all of which
he has taught. He has written extensively on these areas, including a book on ethics with Professor
Richard Underwood entitled Trial Ethics and, with Professor Robert Lawson, served as one of the
principal authors of the new proposed Evidence Code. He currently serves on the Task Force on
Sentencing and Sentencing Practice."
In discussing his plans to come with the Department, Bill stated that he was looking forward to
working on cases from the trial level through the appellate process. He believes that by putting himself
in the trenches he will have an opportunity "to charge [his] batteries."
Immediate Past President of
American Civil Liberties Union
Delivers 1991 Oberst Lecture
NonnanDorsen, 15 year President of the American Civil Liberties Union (1976-90), and now Stokes
Professor of Law and Director of the Arthur Garfield Hays Civil Liberties Program at New York
University School of Law ,delivered the 1991 Paul and Elizabeth Oberst Lecture. The lecture was held
at the U.K. College of Law on Wednesday, October 23, 1991.
Professor Dorsen, a former law clerk to the late Supreme Court Justice John M. Harlan, is the
author or co-author of several books on constitutional protections of civil liberties including The
Rights of Americans and The Evolving Constitution. He has argued before the U.S. Supreme Court
and his testimony has been sought by key Congressional committees. Professor Dorsen has lectured
widely throughout the United States and has served as a visiting professor at Harvard University Law
School, the University of California at Berkeley School of Law and at the London School of
Economics. Among the significant cases that he argued before the U.S. Supreme Court are; In re
Gault. Levv v. Louisiana Roe v. Wade, Gideon v. Wainright. The Pentagon Papers Case, and U.S.
v. Nixon (the Tapes case). The lecture was made possible by the Paul and Elizabeth Oberst Human
Rights Fund at the College of Law.
The Oberst Human Rights Fund of the University of Kentucky College of Law was established
by Professor of Law Emeritus Paul Oberst and his wife Libbet. The Fund is used to support lectures
and other programs dealing with racial and religious discrimination, freedom of speech, academic
freedom and tenure, due process and equal protection of the laws. Donations can bemade to the fund
by check payable to the University of Kentucky with a notation that the monies are to be applied to
the Oberst Human Rights Fund.
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Professor Tom Stipanowich to
Head Justice Center
On June 11, 1991 Kentucky Supreme Court
Chief Justice Robert F. Stephens announced the
appointment of a 12 member task force which
will organize the state's first Justice Center. UK
law professor, ThomasJ. Stipanowich wasnamed
as Chair of the Task Force.
The Center is ajoint project of the Univer-
sity of Kentucky Colleges of Law and Social
Work, the Fayette County Courts, local Com-
munity and Social Service Organizations as
well as the organized bar in Kentucky. The
purpose of the Justice Center will be to provide
alternative methods in dispute resolution out-
side the court system. Focus will be given to
mediation and volunteer mediators will be trained
to assist individuals in resolving disputes which
are more acceptable between the parties than
what might be obtained through the court sys-
tem. This first Justice Center in Kentucky al-
lows the state to join numerous other states who
have had successful experiences with similar
projects.
In describing its overall philosophy, Pro-
fessor Stipanowich noted 'The basic idea of the
Justice Center is to fIll a gap in the legal system
by helping people to resolve their own contro-
versies in a mutually acceptable manner."
Bruce Orwin, '81
Receives
Nature Conservancy Award
BruceOrwin, a 1981 graduate of the University
of Kentucky College of Law. received an out-
standing volunteer conunendation award from
the Kentucky Chapter of The Nature Conser-
vancy. a private. international non-profit con-
servationorganization. Orwin practices with the
finn of John G. Prather in Somerset, Kentucky.
Orwin provided pro bono legal services for
the acquisition of 1.126 acres of biologically
significant land along the Rockcastle River by
the Kentucky Chapter. Located in three separate
tracts in Pulaski, Rockcastle, and Laurel Coun-
ties, this was a half million dollar project which
will protect over 25 rare and endangered plant
and animal species.
Orwin subsequently provided pro bono le-
gal services for the transfer of 1,007 acres from
The Nature Conservancy to the United States
Forest Service for inclusion in the Daniel Boone
National Forest. 140 acres will remain in the
Nature Conservancy's care as theMrs. Baylor O.
Hickman Memorial Preserve. Orwin received
his award at the 1990 Annual Meeting of the
Kentucky Nature Conservancy at Barren River
Lake State Park on May 12, 1990.
News
Student Public Interest
Law Foundation
'SPILF? Is this the acronym for yet another
government agency? No! SPILF stands for the
Student Public Interest Law Foundation. SPILF
is one of the newest organizations formed by
students at the University of Kentucky's College
of Law. Law students Katherine Peebles, Mel-
issaBellew, Debbie Smiley, and LauraHromyak
founded the organization and are working hard
to get SPll..F off andrunning. Professor Roberta
Harding, who recently joined the College of
Law faculty, is the group's faculty advisor.
SPILF's primary goals are to provide stu-
dents with information on public interest careers
and to provide funds in order to grant student
fellowships which will allow students to work at
summer public interest internships.
This year's plans include applying for grant
money from various sources to endow the Fel-
lowship Fund, collecting materials on jobs in
public interest law in order to create a public
interest law information bank, and instituting a
student pledge system to endow the Fellowship
Fund. The pledge program will enable students
working in non-public interest jobs during the
summer to show their support for what their
fellow students are doing.
SPILF has big plans and is applying energy
and enthusiasm towards the accomplishment of
their goals. It hopes to find the Kentucky legal
community proud of and supportive of their
efforts.
Oyez •••Oh Nay!
In the Spring/Summer issue of Kentucky Law-
m we featured a list of 51 firms where all the
named partners were living graduates of the
University of Kentucky College of Law. There
were at least 52! Our apologies to George Long
and Roger perry of Long and perry in Benton,
Kentucky for overlooking the only firm in
Marshall County with the distinction of having
all named partners UK College of Law gradu-
ates!
UK Law Professorships Named
Private donors to the College of Law have, in recent years, allowed the school to minimize departures
while maximizing the experience and quality of our teaching faculty. We were again reminded of the
generosity of our alumni and friends when Dean Rutheford B Campbell named the following
professorships for the 1991~92academic year:
W.L. Matthews Professors of Law Carolyn S. Bratt
Robert G. Lawson
Eugene R. Gaetke
John H. Garvey
Richard C. Ausness
Louise Graham
Thomas P. Lewis
Martin J. McMahon
Robert G. Schwemm
Richard H. Underwood
Harold R. Weinberg
Alvin L. Goldman
Wendell Cherry Professor of Law
Ashland Oil Professors of Law
Willburt D. Ham Professor of Law
William T. Lafferty Professor of Law
Laramie L. Leathennan Professor of Law
Brown, Todd & Heyburn Professor of Law
Spears-Gilbert Professor of Law
Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs Professor of Law
Dorothy Salmon Professor of Law
UK Law Library Names New Director
Mark A. Linneman, a native of Buffalo, New York has been named as Director of the University of
Kentucky College of Law Library. Mr. Linneman earned his Juris Doctor degree from the State
University of New York at Buffalo and his Master of Law Librarianship from the University of
Washington in Seattle. From 1976 to 1981he served as Reference Librarian at the UniversityofIowa
Law School. Since 1981, and immediately prior to coming to UK, he held the position of Law
Librarian at the University of Melbourne in Melbourne, Australia.
Sharing Your Professional Experience with a Law Student:
All the Questions You Were Afraid to Ask!
The College of Law Career Planning & Placement Office is starting a file of alumni who would be
willing to discuss their practice specialty and/or choice of legal career with law students interested in
that type of practice. Associate Dean Drusilla Bakert would like to hear from alumni in all practice
settings: law firm, corporate, goverrunent, public interest, non-legal, etc. Help would be welcome
from recent graduates as well as graduates with significant expertise. Those who agree to be included
would be contacted first by Dean Bakert, and if they have time to help, would then be contacted by
a UK student who wants to find out more about their area of practice-the work involved on a day-
to-day basis, the satisfactions and frustrations, the classes taken in law school that haveprovedhelpful,
etc. Ifyou would be willing to help UK law students make informed career decisions, please fill out
the form below and return it to the placement office.
Name(PleasePrint): _
Employer/LawFinn: _
OfliceAddress: _
Position/Title: OfficePhoneNo: _
Practice Area(s): _
Thanks for your help.
Please detach and mail to: Drusilla Bakert, Room 261 College of Law Building,
University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506~0048.
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1990
Alumni Association
Reception
Mike Livingston '66 and wife Barbara add their spark to the
festivities
1991-92 Alumni Association
Officers Elected
New officers of the University of Kentucky Law Alumni Associationhave
been elected and installed by the 24 member Board of Directors. Serving
for the 1991-92 leon are: President Orson Oliver '68, President" Bank of
Louisville; Vice President Edward J. Buechel '77, of Dinsmore & Shohl
inFlorence, Kentucky; Treasurer Charles J.Lavelle '75, with Greenebaum
Doll & McDonald in Louisville; and Secretary Drusilla Vansant Bakert,
Associate Dean of the College of Law. In addition to the Law Alumni
Association's role as sponsor of enjoyable functions such as the aruma!
homecoming- reception, it has purchased new flagpoles for new United
States and Kentucky flags donated by alumni. commissioned the oil
portrait of former Dean Robert G. Lawson, and recently paid for the
reframing of portraits for all of the College of Law's nine former Deans.
A post-game smile/rom Marie Alagia
Cull 79
Bill Stephens 72 arrives/rom Danville to catch up on
news from alums
1991 Fall Alumni Reception
The College of Law's Alumni Association sponsored the Fall 1991
Homecoming Reception on Saturday, November 2, 1991 at the Hyatt
Regency Hotel in Lexington. Several "decennial" reunion classes cel-
ebrated that same weekend. The graduating classes of'42. '52, '62, '72, and
'82 are encouraged to draw plans to celebrate next fall's homecoming
weekend by reuniting with former classmates. The football/fall reunion
weekends keep getting better each year!
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How many individuals have held the position of Dean of the University of Kentucky College of Law? Ifyou
said "nine," you possess an excellent memory or made a lucky but well calculated guess. Associate Dean,
Todd Eberle, who defers to Professor Emeritus Paul Oberst as unofficial Historian for theCollege of Law,
has compiled a listing of nine Deans (not counting Acting Deans of which Professor Oberst was one)
beginning with William T. Lafferty's appointment in 1908 to RuthefordB Campbell's appointment in 1988.
Eberle assembled likenesses of all nine Dean's ranging from a restored photograph of Dean Alvin E. Evans
(1927-48) via University Archives and contemporary photograph of Dean George W. Hardy (1973-76) via
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, to the oil portraits done of Deans Thomas Lewis and Robert Lawson. With the
financial assistance of the UK Law Alumni Association, the Dean's likenesses were framed or reframed
uniformly to provide the College of Law with a sense of visual history for display in the law building.
Takayoski Yoroi, Visiting Professor, Ryukoku,
University of Kyoto, Japan and wife Eiko com-
pare notes with their guest.
UK Law Deans Join Gallery
October 13, 1990
Campbell House Inn
Lexington, Kentucky
HankDavis '89 gets an update on the College of Law from Professor
Alvin Goldman
Lexington artist Patricia DeCamp poses
with her portrait of Dean Lawson
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College of Law Selects Participants
for Second Year of Randall-Park Colloquium
Dissemination of knowledge in the academic setting does not invariably
flow only from professor to student. The sharing ofknowledge, ideas, and
research products flows continuously between individual faculty members
as well as between colleges and universities. This too often informal
process, has been given a structured existence at the University of Ken-
tucky College of Law. Through the generosity of James Park, Jr. '58 and
Katherine Randall 73 of Lexington, funding has been established for the
Randall-Park Faculty Colloquium Series. For the second year in succes-
sion the University of Kentucky Law Faculty has had the benefit of
expanding their knowledge on a variety oflegaI topics. The Rand~l-Park
gifthas provided the resources necessary for papers to bepresented Inlegal
and law-related areas from professors in other departments within the
University, from professors at other law schools, and from among col-
leagues on the UK law faculty. Professor John H. Garvey, coordinator for
the Colloquium Series announced the 1991-92 Series earlier this fall.
RANDALL-PARK
FACULTY COLLOQUIUM SERIES
University of Kentucky
College of Law
1991-1992
September Eugenia Toma
Associate Professor
UK College of Business and Economics
'The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court and
Budgetary Signals From Congress"
October Carol Rose
Fred A. Johnston Professor of Property
Yale Law School
"Gaining and Losing Ground"
November Martin J. McMahon
Laramie Leatherman ProfesSor
UK College of Law
"Economic and Social Engineering as Sources of
Complexity in the Tax Code"
January Michael P. Healy
Assistant Professor
UK College of Law
"Judicial Review and CERCLA Cleanups"
February Patricia Smith
Associate Professor
UK Department of Philosophy
"Feminist Jurisprudence"
March Eugene R. Gaetke, Cherry Professor
- and-
Sarah N. Welling, Alumni Professor
UK College of Law
"Money Laundering and Lawyers"
April Robert J. Levy
Dorsey & Whitney Professor
University of Minnesota Law School
"Attorneys' Fees in Divorce Cases"
News
Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy at the Swinford
Lecture, September 27,1990
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy
Delivers 7th Swinford Lecture
Students, lawyers, and the public were informed and inspired by United
States Supreme Court Justice Anthony M. Kennedy on the occasion of the
7thBiennial Judge Mac Swinford Lecture. "Modem Democracies and the
Spirit of the Constitution" proved to be a timely and intellectually
challenging topic in light of global political changes over the past year.
Justice Kennedy explored the origins and principles of our constitutional
democracy in a historical context while aptly holding those principles up
to the light of modern efforts toward building and sustaining democracies
around the world. He also sketched his own judicial philosophy as he
applied the principles to the work a United States Supreme Court Justice
must undertake in analyzing cases.
Justice Kennedy delivered the September 1990 Swinford lecture at
the University of Kentucky's Singletary Center for the Arts after wel-
comes by Dean Rutheford B Campbell and Bar President David L.
Yewell, a memorial to the life and philosophy of Judge Swinford by U.S.
Appeals Court Judge Pierce Lively, and an introduction of Justice
Kennedy by Kentucky Supreme Court Chief Justice Robert F. Stephens.
In addition to the Thursday evening lecture, Justice Kennedy shared
thoughts on the "human" side of working at the Supreme Court during a
Kentucky Bar Foundation luncheon, met in open session with the College
of Law student body, addressed combined student groups at another
luncheon, and accorded additional time to meet informally with Kentucky
bar leaders and members of the law faculty. Accompanied by his wife
Mary Davis Kermedy, they were able to take advantage of visits to histor~c
Gratz Park area homes. a private tour of aBluegrass horse farm, and a tnp
to Shakertown Village. The two and one-half day period was personally
and professionally enriching for all concerned.
The Swinford Lectureships were established in 1976 when the
Kentucky Bar Association and the University of Kentucky College of
Law entered into an agreement for joint sponsorship of a biennial lecture
series honoring the memory of U.S. District Court Judge Mac Swinford.
Since their inauguration in the fall of 1978, these lectures have served to
perpetuate Judge Swinford's deep concern for legal ethics and profes-
sional responsibility. The College of Law is deeply appreciative of the
continued support for the lectures by the Swinford family, the Kentucky
legal profession, and the public.
The series has hosted such.notable speakers as Archibald Cox, JUdge
Robert Keeton, former Attorney General Griffin Bell, and four sitting
U.S. Supreme Court Justices; Rehnquist, O'COJUlor, Scalia, and Kennedy.
An 8th Biennial Swinford Lecture in being planned for the fall of 1992.
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Debtor/Creditor Relations in Kentucky
Becomes 14th UKlCLE Practice Handbook
UK/CLE
Continuing education in the College of Law Courtroom!
Auditorium - An 18year tradition
UKlCLE Logs Another" First"
with May '91 Satellite Broadcast
Over the course of its 18 year history, the University of Kentucky
College of Law's Office of Continuing Legal Education (UK/CLE) has
had a tradition of t'firsts.' Since its inception as the first continuing legal
education organization in Kentucky, it has maintained a leadership role
both regionally and nationally for high quality, innovative educational
services. Other "firsts" have included Kentucky's first intensive skills
training course (10 days in trial advocacy); the nation's first annual
seminar dedicated to Equine Law; Kentucky's first comprehensive li-
brary of handbooks for the practicing bar; and inMay of 1991, Kentucky's
first origination of alive satellite broadcast tomultiple locations across the
state. The four hour program was entitled, "Legal Ethics 1991" and was
anchored by UKlaw professors William Femme and Richard Underwood.
More than 330 advance registrants had toll-free direct telephone contact
with the broadcast site inLexington. The time and expense involved in the
presentation of live programs at locations outside Lexington or Louisville
had become nearly prohibitive. Asking Kentucky attorneys to travel long
distances for quality CLE offerings also hampered the efficient delivery
of high quality CLE programs. UK/CLE found a single solution to this
problem, two-way conununication satellite broadcasts. While not all
topics and formats lend themselves to statewide broadcasting, UK/CLE
plans additional satellite broadcasts for the future.
"Firsts" don't come easy or even by following someone else's lead.
The UK College of Law CLE Office possesses a small but creative and
dedicated staff that takes pride in what they accomplish and the services
they provide to the legal community. Their efforts are combined daily
with the expertise of literally hundreds of attorneys who volunteer their
services in contribution to the success of a quality continuing legal
educational program. Thanks to these people, educational opportunities
available to Kentucky law students,lawyers andjudges are recognized at
home. across the nation and around the world. Our thanks to all who are
a part of this tradition.
Grant Awarded for Public Service Project
The UK Office of Continuing Legal Education was one of six recipients
awarded grants for public service projects by the Kentucky Bar Founda-
tion. A grant application was approved to publish a much needed resource
in the area of Kentucky election law. The cost of producing the Kenlucky
ElectionLaw Handbook will be subsidized by the grant. The publication
will be made available to lawyers and the general public in 1992. The
Kentucky Bar Foundation is a non-profit organization created to promote
the administration of justice and educate the public on legal issues. We are
grateful for their support of our program.
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A comprehensive treatment of legal and equitable remedies entitled
Debtor/Creditor Relations in Kentucky has become the 14th title in UK!
CLE's Practice Handbook Series. Additional upcoming titles will include
Election Law and Employment Law. The "practice handbook" titles
combined with the more narrowly focused titles in UK!CLE's Monograph
Series currently cover twenty-two topic areas and offer well referenced,
indexed resources for the legal profession. Currently available titles now
include:
Handbooks
Basic Personal Injury Anatomy
Debtor/Creditor Relations in Kentucky
Drafting Wills & Trusts - with supplement
Federal Criminal Practice - with supplement
Kentucky Business Organizations (2 volumes)
Kentucky Civil Practice Before Trial - with supplement
Kentucky Civil Practice At Trial
Kentucky Civil Practice After Trial
Kentucky Estate Administration
Kentucky Health Law
Kentucky Partnership Law
Kentucky Real Estate Law & Practice (2 volumes)
Kentucky Time Limitations - with supplement
Workers' Compensation in Kentucky
Monographs
Automobile Accident Litigation in Kentucky
Guardians Ad Litem and Warning Orders
Kentucky Land Use and Zoning Law - 2nd edition
Kentucky Tax Law
Legal Aspects of Horse Farm Operations
Non-Profit Corporations in Kentucky - 2nd edition
Private Adoption in Kentucky
Protecting Intellectual Property Rights
For further information on UK/CLE publications or to receive the free 91-
92 Catalog, please contact the UKjCLE Office, 260 Law Building,
University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky 40506-0048, phone (606)
257-2921.
Publications Update Launched
with Supplements and New Editions
The Office of Continuing Legal Education has set the second phase of its
publications effort into full swing with publication of supplements to its
Practice Handbooks and new editions of its Monographs. As with all legal
institutions, changes in the law inevitably resulted in changes for UK!
CLE. Updating our law practice library allows the Office of Continuing
Legal Education to maximize the utility and expand the scope of our print
CLE services. Periodic updates will be scheduled for each title. In order
to avoid the higher costs and prices of new editions, the practice handbook
updates will most often take the form of supplements. Handbook supple-
ments have been produced forCivi/Practice Before Trial, Drafting Wills
and Trusts, Federal Criminal Practice, and Kentucky Time Limitations.
Second editions of monographs have been produced for KenJucky Law
Use and Zoning and Non Profit Corporations In KenJucky.
Students
College of Law at Forefront
of National Admissions Trends
by Carolyn M. Kennedy
Associate Dean and
Director of Admissions 1991 Graduation
Oh No, Not Again: A New LSAT Test
Yes, Virginia, these is a new test, again. The Law School Admission Test has changed in format, length and scoring. For those of us who remember the
old 200 to 800 scale, we are somewhat relieved that the 10 to 48 scale has been abandoned.
The new.LSAT is. scored on a range of 120. to. 180 and was administered for the first time in June. The range of scores were exactly as anticipated,
so TI? future difficulty IS expected. To help admissions personnel and the applicants in the transition. the percentiles will be furnished next to the score.
For mstance, under the old scale, a 38, UK's median score for admission, was in the 80th percentile this year.
Law school continues to increase inpopularity as a professional option in
the United States. For admission into the Fall 1991 entering classes, more
than 94.000 people generated over 450,000 applications, another record
number for the fourth consecutive year.
Nationally, the number of applications rose 11.5 percent over those
for 1990. The rise in applications was smallest, 2.3% in the northeast and
highest in the Midwest, west of the Mississippi, with 22.6%. Kentucky is
considered Mid-South. a region in which the number of applications
increased at arate of 10.6% (just under the national average). However, the
University of Kentucky's College of Law experienced a 15% increase in
applications, well above the national average.
At UK, the increase in number of applications has been increasing
dramatically over the past five years. In 1986, the College received
applications from 622 individuals. In 1991, the number had grown to 1160
applications. An increase of 86%! Why the increase in interest? The Law
School Admission Test experts summarize: "Law Services has no data to
explain the reasons for continued application increases .... " These same
experts took the question to admission personnel at the nation's law schools
and summarized theirresponses as "speculation," "the economy," "nothing
better to do," "the continuing image of L.A.Law." As Director of Admis-
sion at UK, I feel there is no doubt that the economy, the image of money
and fame are factors on the national scene as well as here in Kentucky. But
UK exceeds those excesses. There is more at work here. I think we are
getting the word out regarding the quality of education we provide. Half of
our applicants this year were non-residents; these entering students repre-
sent graduates of some schools that were not represented in our student
body in the last three years. for example; Vassar, Sweet Briar, Yale,
University of Virginia. University of Georgia. and LSU. Many Kentucky
residents who had gone out of state for undergraduate work, chose to return
for law study here. Inan effort to find the answer to the increased interest
in UK on a national level, I asked the students themselves. I surveyed the
Fall1991 entering students. They mentioned cost, location and atmosphere
but perhaps this response from a UK graduate sums up most of the facts:
"Ivy League education at a bargain basement price."
As changes in the volume of applications occur, so do changes in the
composition. While nationally the number of black applicants increased
14.9%, the increase at UK over the same period of time was 36%.
Applicants are once again a bit younger, compared to the more mature
student gain a few years ago. At UK this was reflected in a younger entering
class, the median age being 22 with two people celebrating their 20th
birthdays after entering. The gap between the number of male and female
applicants continues to shrink nationally, the proportion being 58% male
and 42% female. But again UK out-distances the national trend with its
entering class being 52% male and 48% female.
One hondred and thirty-two UK law students became UK law gradu-
ates in 1991. Commencement Exercises were held May 4, 1991 at the
Singletary Center For The Arts on the UK campus. Dean Rutheford
Campbell presided over the procession of graduates. Professor John
Garvey delivered the address on behalf of the faculty, Christopher Walther
delivered the address on behalf of the students. and David Yewell '67 of
Owensboro. Kentucky delivered the address on behalf of the bar. In
addition to the conferring of Juris Doctor degrees, the traditional Faculty
Cup Award went to Christopher Walther of Louisville, having been voted
by the College of Law Faculty as the graduating student who had made
largest overall contribution to the College of Law.
More About the Entering Class Fall 1991
The 1991 entering class consisted of 159 people and had the highest
academic credentials ever. The average grade point average continued at
3.3, and the LSAT score climbing to an average of38, the 80th percentile.
A record number of Black Americans applied. This year's total of
completed applications was 42, which compares with 31 last year, and 19
each for 1988 and 1989. Of these 42 applicants, 18 were offered admission
and 9 matriculated, seven Kentucky residents and two non-residents.
Entering students who hail from a state other than Kentucky, were
spread over 128 states of the U.S.: Colorado, Connecticut, Florida (2),
Georgia (3), TIlinois (2),lndiana, Louisiana, Michigan (4), Missouri,North
Carolina, New Jersey, New York, Ohio (7), South Carolina (2), Tennessee
(3), Texas, Virginia(3), West Virginia(3). Twenty-seven percent (27%) of
the entering students are graduates of the University of Kentucky (com-
pared with 36% last year). The remaining 73% were graduated from 57
other schools. There were43 entering students who had graduated from the
University of Kentucky. The next most significant "feeder" schools were
Centre with 12, Transylvania with 11. V of Land Miami University of Ohio
with 6 each. Western Kentucky University and the University of Virginia
with 5 each, followed by Bellarmine and Wake Forest with 4 each.
The academic disciplines of the entering students are again widely
diverse. Political science and history majors are, unsurprisingly, the most
popular, with 30 and 20 students respectively. New in popularity are
English with 15. accounting, business and economics with 8, and fmance
and psychology with 7 each. Additionally, the class has speakers of
Spanish and French, scholars of Russian studies. two envirorunental
engineers. an electrical engineer, an artist and an art historian, several
journalists and even a geographer.
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Faculty
Richard C. Ausness, professor of law. AP-
POINTMENTS: Ashland Oil Professor of Law,
1991-92 academic year. PUBLICATIONS:
"Unavoidably Unsafe Products and Strict Prod-
ucts Liability: What Liability Rule Should Be
Applied to the Sellers of Pharmaceutical Prod-
ucts?", 78 KenJucky Law Journal 705-766
(1990). "Compensation For Smoking-Related
Injuries: An Alternative to Strict Liability in
Tort,"36 WayneLaw Review 1085-1148 (1990).
AWARDS: 1990 Lowell T. Hughes Award for
best faculty work published in Volume 78 of the
KenJucky Law Journal.
Drusilla Vansant Bekert. associate dean.
ELECTIONS: Chair, Southeastern law Place-
mentConsortium, October 1990; Southeast Law
Schools Representative. National Association
for Law Placement (NALP) Nominations Com-
mittee, June 1991. APPOINTMENTS: Co-Chair,
NALP Task Force on Contemporary Legal Is-
sues, June 1990. PRESENTATIONS: 'Advis-
ing Our Students in Challenging Times," NALP
AnoualMeeting, Keystone, Colorado, June 1991.
Carolyn S. Bratt, professor of law. ELEC-
TIONS: Chairperson, University of Kentucky
Senate Council Ad Hoc Committee on the Sta-
tus of Women at UK. APPOINTMENTS: W. L.
Matthews Professorship for 1991-92 academic
year. ACTIVJTIES: Serving second year of
three year term as faculty trustee, University of
Kentucky Board of Trustees.
Rutheford B Campbell, dean. ACTIVITIES:
Moderator, "Legal Edtics 1991" Statewide Sat-
ellite Broadcast, Office of Continuing Legal
Education, University of Kentucky College of
Law.
Todd B. Eberle. associate dean and director of
continuing legal education. ELECTIONS:
Elected Secretary and reelected as Member of
Executive Committee. Association of Continu-
ing Legal Education Administrators (ACLEA).
APPOINTMENTS: Publications Committee,
Kentucky Bar Association. Executive Commit-
tee, Section on Continuing Legal Education,
Associationof American Law Schools (AALS).
PRESENTATIONS: "Fundamentals ofPublish-
ing", ACLEA Annual Meeting, Chicago, illi-
nois (August 1990). "Continuing Legal Educa-
tion as a Component of Attorneys' Professional
Responsibility," Laurel County Bar Associa-
tion, London, Kentucky (April 1991). "Surviv-
ing in the Changing CLE Marketplace: Using
Needs Assessment Surveys to Improve your
Competitive Position," ACLEAMid- Year Meet-
ing Plenary Session. Atlanta, Georgia (August
1991).
William H. Fortune, associate dean for aca-
demic affairs (to July 31,1991). Ou leave with
Kentucky DepartmentofPublic Advocacy 1991-
92 acadernicyear. APPOINTMENTS: Kentucky
General AssemblyTask Force on Sentences and
Sentencing Practices. Kentucky Bar Associa-
tion Evidence Code Committee. PUBUCA-
TIONS: Trial Ethics, 1991 Supplement,
Underwood and Fortune, Little Brown & Co.
(1988). "Rule 11 Update;' Fayette County Bar
News (Sept.-Oct. 1990). PRESENTATIONS:
"Gaps in the Model Rules of Professional Con-
duct," Kentucky Defense Counsel June 1990.
''Tennination of Parental Rights," Kentucky
Circuit Judges Conference 1991. "Legal Ethics
1991", panelist for fOUT hour statewide satellite
broadcast, Office of Continuing Legal Educa-
tion, University of Kentucky, May 1991. "Main-
taining Professional Ethical Standards In Col-
lection or Defense of Collection Practice," Pan-
elist, Office of Continuing Legal Education,
University of Kentucky, June 1991. "Evidence
Code," Kentucky Bar Association Annual Meet-
ing, June 1991. ACTIVJTIES: Sabbatical leave
working with the Kentucky Department ofPub-
lie Advocacy.
Eugene R. Gaetke, professoroflaw. APPOINT-
MENTs: Wendell Cherry Professor of Law for
1991-92 academic year. PUBLICATIONS:
"Kentucky's New Rules of Professional Con-
duct for Lawyers," 78 Kentucky Law Journal
767 (1990). WORK IN PROORESS: "Money
laundering and Lawyers, It an article examining
the effect of federal money laundering laws on
criminal defense lawyers' ethics andon criminal
defendants' choice of counsel, co-authored with
Professor Sarah N. Welling.
John H. Garvey, professor of law. ELEC-
TIONS: Chair, Constitutional law Section, As-
sociation of American Law Schools. APPOINT-
MENTs: Ashland Oil Professor of Law, 1991-
92 academic year. PUBLICATIONS: Books:
Modern Constitutional Theory, Garvey &
Aleinikoff, West Publishing Company, Second
Edition (1991). "Freedom and Representation,"
in Kindred Maners, Meyers, Kipnis &Murphy,
Cornell University Press (1991). Articles: "A
Comment on Church and State in Seventeenth
and Eighteenth Century America," 2 Journal of
Law andReligion 301, 1990. "Churches and the
Free Exercise of Religion," 4 Notre Dame lour-
nalofLaw. Ethics & Public Policy 701 (1990).
PRESENTATIONS: "Religious Fundamental-
ism and Politics in the Middle East," Ohio State
University, October 1991. "Hate Speech." Sixth
Circuit Judicial Conference, Traverse City,
Michigan. June 1991. CommencementAddress,
University of Kentucky College of Law, May
1991. "Men Only;' Boston University Law
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School, April 1991. 'The Education of Citi-
zens;' Drake University Law School, April 1991.
"FlagBurning," U.S. Bicentennial Commission
Forum, Lexington, Kentucky, March 1991.
"Madison andTaxes on Religion," Annual James
Madison Lecture, Madisonville, Kentucky,
March 1991. WORK IN PROGRESS: A First
Amendment Reader, Schauer & Garvey, West
Publishing Company, forthooming 1992. The
Fundamentalism Project, sponsored by the
American Academy of Arts & Sciences and the
MacArthur Foundation.
Alvin L.Goldman, professoroflaw. APPOINT-
MENTS: Dorothy Sahnon Professor of Law,
1991-92 academic year. PUBUCATIONS: Set-
tling For More: Mastering Negotiating Strate-
gies and Techniques, Alvin L. Goldman. BNA
Books (1991).
M. Louise Graham, professor of law. AP-
POINTMENTS: Wilburt D. Ham Professor of
Law, 1991-92 academic year. Kentucky Attor-
ney General's Commission on Child Support
Enforcement, 1991. Chair, Professional School
Subcommittee, University of Kentucky Self
Study Committee, 1991. Chair, University of
Kentucky Senate Rules Committee, 1991. Hear-
ing Officer, University of Kentucky Appeals
Board, 1991. Advisory Committee, Children's
Rights Law Journal, 1991. PUBLICATIONS:
KenJucky Domestic Relations, 1990 Update, Co-
Author with Hon. James E. Keller, Banks-
Baldwin, 1990. PRESENTATIONS: "Emerg-
ing Issues in Reproductive Technology andThe
Law," Kentucky Circuit Judges Judicial Col-
lege, October 1990. "Paternity and Child Sup-
port-Recent Kentucky Developments and
Emerging Problems," Kentucky District Judges
Judicial College., September 1990. "Child Sup-
port Guidelines," with Janet J. Crocker and H.
Howell Brady, Kentucky Bar Association An-
nual Meeting, June 1990. 'Child Support Guide-
lines-Implementation In Kentucky," Kentucky
Conference for Domestic Relations Commis-
sioners, April 1990. WORK IN PROORESS:
Marital Property Law in the United States,
Michie and Coropany. AWARDS: 51b Anoual
KIDS Award (Kentuckians Involved In Depen-
dents' Support), Presented by Child Support
Enforcement Workers, Cabinet for Human Re-
sources, September 1990.
Wilburt D. Ham, professor of law emeritus.
APPOINTMENTS: Visiting Professor of Law,
University of Kentucky College of Law, Busi-
ness Associations, Fall 1990.
Faculty
Michael P. Healy, assistant professor of law.
PUBLICATIONS: "Direct Liability for Haz-
ardous Waste Cleanups Under CERCLA: A
Comprehensive Approach," 42 Case Western
Reserve Law Review (forthcoming 1991-92)
Robert G. Lawson, professoroflaw. APPOINT-
MENTS: W. L. Matthews Professor of Law,
1991-92 academic year.
Thomas P. Lewis, professor of law. ELEC-
TIONS: College of Law Executive Committee,
199O-91,reelected 199 1-92. APPOINTMENTS:
William T. Lafferty Professor of Law, 1991-92
academic year. Member, Constitutional Im-
provement Policy Council, Kentucky Center for
Public Issues, 1991. PUBLICATIONS: Essay/
critique responding to Alexander & Horton,
"Whom Does the Constitution Command"
Greenwood Press, 1988, inConstitutional Com-
meruary, Summer 1991.
Martin J.McMahon, professor oflaw. ELEC-
TIONS: Membership in American Law Insti-
tute. APPOINTMENTS: Visiting Hugh
Culverhouse Eminent Scholar in Taxation Uni-
versity of Florida College of Law, Spring Term,
1991. LaramieL. Leatherman Professor of Law,
1991-92 academic year. PUBLICATIONS:
Books: Federal Income Taxation of Business
Organizations, with McDaniel, Ault & Simmons,
Foundation Press (1991). FederaIIncomeT axa-
tion of Partnerships and S CorporaJions, with
McDaniel, Ault & Simmons Foundation Press
(1991). Book supplements: Federal Income
Taxation of Individuals, Bittker and McMabon,
Cumulative Supplements No. I and No. 2, War-
ren, Gorham & Lamont (1991). Federal Income
Taxation of Business Organizations, with
McDaniel, AuIt & Simmons, Cumulative
Supplements, FoundationPress (1991). Federal
Income Taxation of Partnerships and S Corpo-
rations, with McDaniel, AuIt & Simmons, Cu-
mulative Supplement, Foundation Press (1991).
Articles: "Reflections on the Regulations Pro-
cess: 'Do The Regulations Have to Be Complex'
or 'Is Hyperlexis theMarmaoftheTaxBar?'," 51
Tax Notes 1441 (June 1991). "Developments in
United States Domestic Taxation of Oil and Gas
During 1990," 9 Oil & Gas Law & Taxation
Review #2 (1991) (United Kingdom). "Signifi-
cant Current Developments in Oil and Gas Taxa-
tion." Forty-Second Annual Institute on Oil and
GasLaw andT axalion, Matthew Bender (1991).
PRESENTATIONS: '1mproving the Treasury
Regulations Format," Internal Revenue Service
Office of Chief Counsel, Petroleum Industry
Group Speaker Series, Washington, D.C., May
1991. "Current Developments in Oil and Gas
Taxation," Southwestern Legal Foundation,
Forty-Second Annual Institute on Oil and Gas
Law andTaxation, Dallas, Texas.February 1991.
ACTIVITIES: Chair. ABA Tax Section Pro-
gram on Current Developments, San Antonio,
Texas, scheduled for February 1992. Member,
ABA Tax Section, Continuing Legal Education
Committee. Member, ABA Tax Section Com-
mittee on Corporate Tax, Section 351 Working
Group. Member, ABA Tax Section, Committee
on Teaching Taxation, Sections 67/68 Study
Task Force. WORK IN PROGRESS: Funda-
mentals of Federal Income Taxation, with Rose
and Simmons, West Publishing Company.
John M. Rogers, associate dean and professor
of law. APPOINTMENTS: Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs, for 1991-93. Brown, Todd &
Heybum Professor of Law, 1991-92 academic
year. PUBLICATIONS: '1nternational Human
Rights Law and U.S. Law," chapter for Work
Justice, edited by Gibney (1991). "'I Vote This
Way Because I'm Wrong': The Supreme Court
Justice as Epimenides," 79 Kentucky Law Jour-
nal439 (1990-91). Book Review: four books on
women in the military, 7 Constitutional Com-
mentary 447 (1990). ACTIVITIES: Special
Counsel, Impeachment Committee of the Ken-
tucky House of Representatives, January-Feb-
ruary 1991. AWARDS: UK College of Law
Faculty Member Contributing Most To The
Kentucky Law Joumall990-91.
Robert G. Schwemm, professor of law. AP-
POINTMENTS; Wendell H. Ford Professor of
Law, 1991-92 academic year. Special Attorney,
Housing & Civil Enforcement Section, U.S.
Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division,
Washington, D.C., (July-Dec. 1991) PUBLI-
CATIONS: Housing Discrimination: Law and
Litigation Clark Boardman (1990); Cumulative
Supplement (1991). PRESENTATIONS: 'The
StateofFair Housing Law-l99 I," John Marshall
Law School, Chicago, llJinois, June 1991. Key-
note Speaker, 12th Annual Cormecticut Fair
Housing Conference, April 1991. Moderator,
Annual Conference of the National Fair Hous-
ing Alliance, Washington, D.C., September
1990.
David C. Short, professoroflaw and director of
the Mineral Law Center. APPOINTMENTS:
Executive Committee, Eastern Mineral Law
Foundation. Chair, Scholarships and Grants
CommitteeofEastem Mineral Law Foundation
from 1987-1991. Member, Coal Committee of
Eastern Mineral Law Foundation. Moderator,
Eastern Mineral Law Foundation Annual Insti-
tute, Nashville, Termessee June 1991. Chair,
Coal Committee, Section ofN atural Resources,
Energy and Environmental Law, American Bar
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Association. Vice-Chair, Natural Resources
Committee, Section of Administrative Law and
Regulatory Practice, American Bar Associa-
tion. WORK IN PROGRESS: Managing Edi-
tor, KenJucky Mineral Law, Banks-Baldwin,
Update (1992).
Thomas J. Stipanowich, professor of law.
APPOINTMENTS: Member, Dispute Resolu-
tion Study Committee, Kentucky Bar Associa-
tion. PRESENTATIONS: "Alternative Dispute
Resolution in Kentucky," Kentucky Bar Asso-
ciation Kentucky Law Update, Lexington, Ken-
tucky. September 1990. "Medical Staff Arbitra-
tion," Association of American Physicians and
Surgeons Annual Meeting, Scottsdale, Arizona,
September 1990. 'Teaching Drafting in innova-
tive Contexts: Some Experimental Models and
Team Teaching Possibilities," Legal Writing
Institute Annual Meeting, Ann Arbor, Michi-
gan, July 1990. "Arbitration of Commercial
Disputes," Northern Kentucky Bar Association,
Covington, Kentucky. June 1990. ACTIVITIES:
Chair, Organizational Task Force, Fayette
County Justice Center, mediation services cen-
ter scheduled to open summer 1992. Advisor,
ABA Task Force on Dispute Resolution. Survey
author on alternative dispute resolution, ABA
forum Committee on Construction Industry Dis-
pute Resolution, December 1990. WORK IN
PROGRESS: Treatise on commercial arbitra-
tion under the Federal Arbitration Act, with
Macneil and Speidel, Northwestern University
School of Law, Little, Brown& Co. (1991).
Richard H. Underwood, professor of law.
APPOINTMENTS: Spears-Gilbert Professor of
Law, 1991-92 academic year. Reappointed as
Chair, Ethics and Unauthorized Practice of Law
Committee, Kentucky Bar Association, 1991-
92. Executive Committee, Henry Clay Inns of
Court, Lexington, Kentucky, 1991. PUBLICA-
TIONS: Trial Ethics. 1991 Supplement,
Underwood and Fortune, Little, Brown & Co.
(1988). Chapter author, Professional and Prac-
tice Development, Wilson and Polk editors
(1990). PRESENTATIONS: Panelist, "Legal
Ethics 1991," University of Kentucky College
of Law Continuing Legal Education Statewide
Satellite Broadcast, May 1991. Presenter, East-
ern Mineral Law Foundation Annual Meeting,
1991. Panelist, 16th AnnualMineralLaw Semi-
nar, University of Kentucky College of Law
Mineral Law Center, Lexington, Kentucky.
October 1991, Presenter, Tennessee Valley Pub-
lic Power Association Meeting, Nashville, Ten-
nessee, February 1991. Legal Ethics Presenta-
tion, Kentucky Commonwealth Attorney's Con-
ference, Louisville, Kentucky December 1990.
Panelist, '15th Annual Mineral Law Seminar,
UniversityofKentuckyCollegeofLaw Mineral
LawCenter, Lexington Kentucky, October 1990.
Faculty
WORK IN PROGRESS: "Confessions of an
Ethic! Chairman," for publication fall 1991.
Harold R. weinberg, professor of law. AP-
POINTMENTS: Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs Pro-
fessor of Law, 1991-92 acadentic year. Mem-
ber, American Bar Association Uniform Com-
mercial Code Article 1 Review Task Force.
PUBLICATIONS: "Easing Transfer and Secu-
rity Interest Transactions in Intellectual Prop-
erty: An Agenda for Reform," 79 Kentucky Law
Journal 61 (1990-91) (coauthored with W. J.
Woodward, Temple University School of Law).
PRESENTATIONS: "Security Interests In Tort
Claims," University of Kentucky College of
Law Randall-Park Faculty Colloquium, Fall
1990. ACTIVITIES: Member, Article 9 Study
Projectestablished by Permanent Editorial Board
for the Uniform Commercial Code. Member,
American Bar Association Intellectual Property
Financing Task Force. Meetings of ABA Busi-
ness Law Section's Uniform Commercial Code
Technology and Intellectual Property Commit-
tee including subcommittee and task forces,
Williamsburg, Virginia, March 1991 and Chi-
cago, Ilfinois, August 1990. WORK IN
PROGRESS; "Adding Commercial Fundamen-
tals, Terms and Transactions to Contract and
Commercial Law." review/essay to bepublished
in the Wayne Law Review. Article with working
title "Copyrights, Congress and the Code" (co-
authored with W. 1. Woodward, Temple Uni-
versity School of Law). Chapter on intellectual
property fmancing to be published in Bender's
Uniform Commercial Code Service, a multi-
volume treatise. AWARDS; 1991 Charles S.
Cassis Award for best work by a faculty author
in Kentucky Law Journal.
Sarah N. Welling, a1unnti professor of law.
ELECTIONS: Chair-Elect, Criminal Justice
Section, Association of American Law Schools.
PUBLICATIONS: "Rilles Modify BSA Defnti-
tion of 'Financial Institution'," Money Launder-
ing Alert, July 1991. "Transaction' Law Dan-
gerous To Many," Money Laundering Alert,
May 1991. "Double Jeopardy: Arizona v.
Fulminante,' UpdaJe, Spring 1991. "Money
Laundering Update: Sentencing and Successor
Crintinal Liability," Fayette County Bar Jour-
nal, Jan.-Feb. 1991. "Wben Elected Officials
Solicit Money, Is It Extortion or a Campaign
Contribution?," Preview of United States Su-
preme Court Cases. February 1991. "Sentenc-
ing Guidelines for Laundering Tough," Money
Laundering Alert, December 1990. "Competi-
tive Impact, Cost of New Regs Questioned."
Money Laundering Alert, October 1990. "Con-
stitutional Rights and Drunk Driving," UpdaJe,
Fall 1990. "Court Weakens 'Innocent Owner'
Forfeiture Defense," Money Laundering Alert,
August 1990. "Remember the Alarno'-A Warn-
ing for Bank Buyers," Money Lauruiering Alert,
July 1990. PRESENT ATIONS; Panelist, "Rep-
resenting Criminal Defendants in the New Age:
Setting, Collecting, and Retaining Attorneys'
Fees," ABA Annual Meeting, Atlanta, Georgia,
August 1991; Panelist, "Multiple andConsecu-
tive Representation and Related Criminal Mat-
ters," Federal Bar Association Seminar, Louis-
ville, Kentucky, Iune 1991; "Bank Secrecy Act
Compliance for Non-Bank Financial Institu-
tions," Money Transmitter Regulators Associa-
tion, San Francisco, California, May 1991; "Bank
Secrecy Act Compliance and Money Launder-
ing Controls," Center for Banking and Financial
Institutions, Florida International University,
Miami, Florida, April 1991; "Money Launder-
ing Laws: A Growing Concern for Financial
Institutions Counsel," University of Kentucky
Office of Continuing Legal Education Seminar,
Lexington, Kentucky, March 1991; "Bank Se-
crecy Act Compliance Update: The Anti-struc-
turing Laws," Money Laundering Enforcement
Conference. AmericanBankers Association and
American Bar Association Criminal Justice Sec-
tion, Washington, D.C .. September 1990; Pan-
elist, 'The Money Laundering Laws," produced
in Atlanta by Bankers Television Network,
broadcast August, 1990. ACTIVITIES; Wrote
and published two newsletters for the American
Association of Law Schools Criminal Justice
Section, May and December, 1990. WORK IN
PROGRESS; "Money Laundering and Law-
yers," article on money laudering laws' impact
on criminal defense lawyers (with Professor
Eugene Gaetke). Civil and. criminal forfeiture
chapter in A Practical Manual for Financial
Institutions," ABAMoney Laundering Subcom-
ntittee, to be published by American Bar Asso-
eiation.
Donald A. Winslow, associate professor oflaw.
APPOINTMENTS: Returned to University of
Kentucky COllege of Law as Associate Profes-
sor from leave during 1990-91 academic year to
serve as Visiting Associate Professor at Cornell
law School, Jthaca, New York. Market Advi-
sory Board, Shepard's/McGraw-Hill Inc. PUB-
LICA TIONS: "A Noteon Retrospectively Rated
Insurance and Federal Income Taxation;' 79
Kentucky Law Journal 195 (1991); "Tax Penal-
ties: They Shoot Dogs, Don't They?'" 43 Florida
Law Review No.5 (1991). 'Tax Avoidance and
the Definition of Insurance: The Continuing
ExaminationofCaptive Insurance Companies,"
40 Case Western Reserve Law Review79 (1989)
selected for reprinting in volume 4 of the Na-
tional Insurance Law Review. 'The New York
Stock Exchange and Its Specialist System: Can
the Decline of America's Predominant Market
Be Traced to Its Core Trading Mechanism?"
(with D. C. Oesterle and S. C. Anderson) (sub-
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mitted to law reviews for publication). PRE-
SENT ATIONS: "Reflections on theComell Law
School" Cornell Law Association-Syracuse,
New York, November 1990 and Buffalo, New
York, May 1991. ACTIVITIES; Member, Com-
mitteeon Corporate Tax, ABA Section ofTaxa-
tion. WORK IN PROGRESS: Cases and MaJe-
rials on Business Planning, West Publishing
Co. scheduled for publication in 1993 (withP. T.
Morgan and R. B. Sntith); "Churning and Suit-
ability" (with S. C. Anderson); "Insider Trad-
ing" (with D. C. Oesterle).
Class Actions
1937
Bert Combs, partner in the law firm of Wyatt,
Tarrant & Combs, was named one of the 100
most influential lawyers in America by the Na-
tional Law Journal, the only Kentuckian to be so
honored. He is a former Governor of Kentucky
and Judge of the U.S. Sixth Circuit Court of
Appeals.
1941
Michael A. Rowady. Winchester attorney for
more than 50 years, was honored with a dinner
in June by the members of the Clark County Bar
Association at the Winchester Country Club.
1948
Rowan Circuit Court Judge Caswell Lane of
Mount Sterling received the Kentucky Bar Cen-
ter Award at the annual KBA meeting in J\D1e.
The award is given to an individual who pro-
vides special personal. professional and finan-
cial support to the association. He has also
served as president of the Kentucky Judges
Association and is currently chair of the Ken-
rocky Board of Bar Examiners.
1950
Arloe Mayne, retired officer and former gen-
eral counsel of Ashland Oil Inc. 's law depart-
ment, died after a long illness. He served for
eight years as director of the law school's alumni
association and received thelaw school's alumni
association Recognition of Merit Award.
1951
Frank Benton II of Bent on, Benton & Luedeke
in Newport was co-recipient of the Outstanding
Lawyer Award by the Kentucky Bar Associa-
tion at its annual meeting in June, 1991.
Thomas B. Spain. former judge of the Hopkins
Circuit Court, was sworn in as Justice of the
Supreme Court of Kentucky on January 7,1991.
1954
George B. Simpson of Sturgis, Kentucky, re-
cently published a book concerning Abraham
Lincoln and the 1840 Whig presidential cam-
paign.
Gardner Turner of Ogden, Sturgill & Welch
was co-recipient of the Outstanding Lawyer
Award by the Kentucky Bar Association at its
annual meeting in June, 1991.
1955
Judge Joe Lee. Bankruptcy Judge for the East-
ern District of Kentucky, was named Outstand-
ing Judge by the Kentucky Bar Association at its
annual meeting in June. He has been a judge for
more than 30 years and has received numerous
awards for his service.
1959
CarroD M. Redford, .Ir., was awarded the
Carroll M. Redford Award at the annual meet-
ing of the Kentucky Conunonwealth Attorneys
Association in Louisville on December 7, 1990.
The award. honoring the late Judge Carroll M.
Redford, father of the recipient, has been pre-
sented annually to the outstanding Common-
wealth Attorney in the state since it was insti-
tuted by the association in 1991.In addition, Mr.
Redford was elected President of the Kentucky
Bar Foundation for 1991-92.
1960
Charles English. partner in the firm of'English.
Lucas, Preist & Owsley in Bowling Green, has
been named Regional Vice Chair by the Ken-
tucky Chamber of Commerce.
Kenneth N. Ragland. formerly of Calhoun. has
announced that he is now licensed to practice in
New Jersey and will practice with the firm of
Finamore. Nussbaum & Ragland, in Pompton
Plain, NJ. He remains of counsel to the law finn
of Constance E. Revlett in Calhoun. Ky.
1961
J.B. Johnson. Jr. of Williamsburg. Kentucky.
has been named to the Kentucky Bar
Association'sBoard of Governors. He serves as
a United States Magistrate and is in private law
practice.
Boyd F. Taylor has formed the law firm of
Taylor, Keller & Dunaway. with offices in Lon-
don, Kentucky.
1962
Peter Perlman was recently elected to the Board
ofGovemors of the Kentucky Academy of Trial
Lawyers.
1964
James Crayton Clay has become a partner in
the firm of Landrum & Shouse in Lexington,
Kentucky.
22
David Enlow has been elected to serve on the
board of directors of the Kentucky Academy of
Hospital Anomeys.
1965
Barry Benton. of the Fayette County Attorney' s
Office, is the author of the chapter on Enforce-
ment of Support and Domestic Relations Orders
in the UK/CLE Practice Handbook on Debtor/
Creditor Relations in Kelllucky(1991).
Cecil F. Dunn has become a partner in the firm
of Landrum & Shouse in Lexington, Kentucky.
Alan Peck. partner in the Mt. Sterling law firm
of White, Peck and Carrington, has been elected
to the House of Delegates of the Kentucky Bar
Association. He will represent attorneys in the
21st Judicial District.
Paul K. Turner and Stephen E. Underwood
have announced the formation of the law firm of
Turner & Underwood, with offices in
Hopkinsville. Kentucky.
1966
Joseph Burch has been appointed Vice Presi-
dent for University Relations by UK President
Charles T. Wethington in May. He will be the
University's chief financial officer and will act
on behalf of the President in his absence.
Donald Clapp was named University of Ken-
tucky Vice President for Administration inMay,
1991.
1967
J. Larry Cashen of the law firm of Wyano
Tarrant & Combs authored the chapter on "Non-
profit Hospital Joint Ventures: Organizational
and Related Legal Issues:' in the UK/CLE Prac-
tice Handbook Kelllucky Health Law (1991).
Robert Caummisar was recently the subject of
an extensive article in the Daily Independent of
Ashland, Kentucky. Mr. Caummisar was singled
out for his work with numerous charitable and
civic organizations.
F. Cbris Gorman was elected Attorney Gen-
eral of the state of Kentucky inNovember 1991.
George C. Piper has formed the firm of Piper.
Wellman & Bowers in Lexington, Kentucky,
with Dean T. Wellman '80 and Barbara Bowers,
'83.
Class Actions
Sheryl Snyder, former president of the Ken-
tucky Bar Association recently became Chair of
the Board of the Kentucky Center for Public
Issues. He formerly served as a partner in the
finn of Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs in Louisville
and is currently General Counsel for ICH Cor-
poration, Louisville, Kentucky.
Alec G. Stone has been elected president of the
Meade County Bar Association, Brandenburg,
Kentucky.
1968
Steven L. Beshear was recently appointed Ex-
ecutive Parmer in charge of the Lexington, Ken-
tucky, office of the fum of Stites & Harbisen.
Mr. Beshear formerly served as Attorney Gen-
eral and Lieutenant Governor of the Common-
wealth of Kentucky.
Joe Bill Campbell of Bowling Green, Ken-
tucky, was elected President-Elect of the Ken-
tucky Bar Association at its annual meeting in
June, 1991. Mr. Campbell has served as Presi-
dent of the Board of Regents of Western Ken-
tucky University and is President of the state
Council on Higher Education.
1969
Kathleen Lackey ofRiclunond, Kentucky, cam-
paigned this fall for aseaton theKentucky Court
of Appeals. She is engaged in the private prac-
tice of law in Richmond, Kentucky, and has
served as President of the Kentucky Bar
Association's long-range planning committee.
and presently serves on the Lawyer Discipline
Task Force.
Joseph Miller, a senior partner with Gess,
Mattingly & Atchison has been given the Cen-
tral Kentucky Legal Services first Distiogoished
Service Award Millerhas servedon the agency's
Board of Directors since 1979 and has acted as
chair and vice chair.
1970
Aubrey C. Brown, District Counsel for the
Internal Revenue Service, is the author of a
chapter on "Federal Tax Liens" in UK/CLE's
Practice Handbook Deixornlreduor Relations
in Kentucky (1991).
Alan O. Bryant of Louisville, Kentucky has
been named regional division manager forKen-
tucky, Tennessee and North Carolina for Com-
monwealth Land Title Insurance Company.
Richard I. Fleischer has announced the open-
ing of an office in Brussels, Belgium for the
practice of U.S. hnmigration Law. He has also
recently lectured on U.S. inunigration law be-
fore the Rotary Club ofKeerbergan Derner-Dijle
in Belgium.
Tbomas B. Russell, partner in the Paducah.
Kentucky, firm of Whitlow, Roberts, Houston
& Russell, was elected 1991-92 President of the
Kentucky Bar Association. Mr. Russell pledged
to emphasize the role of the KBA in helping
lawyers serve the public.
Kenton District Judge WUfrid Schroder was
appointed by Governor Wallace Wilkinson to a
vacancy on the Kentucky Court of Appeals in
June, replacing the late JudyWest He ranunop-
posed for the Sixth Appellate District seat in
November, 1991.
ThomasE. Turner of Madisonville, Kentucky.
recently was elected Secretary-Treasurer of the
Kentucky Bar Foundation for 1991-92.
1971
Judge Stan Billingsley, District Court Judge in
Carroll, Owen andGrant counties of Kentucky
since 1984, recently authored a Small Claims
Court Handbook.
Louis DeFalalse, U.S. Attorney for the Eastern
District of Kentucky for almost ten years. has
accepted ajob with the U.S. Justice Department
inWashington as counsel in the executive office
of United States Attorneys.
Edward S. Gilson recently opened the partner-
ship of Olin, Hunter & Gilsen with Walter Olin
'75 and Barbara Hunter '78 in Lexington, Ken-
tucky.
John G. Pratber, Jr. of Somerset, Kentucky,
was elected Vice President of the Kentucky Bar
Association at its annual convention. He is a
senior partner in the Law Oflices of John G.
Prather. He has also served as president of the
Kentucky Council of School Board Attorneys
and belongs to the National Council of School
Board Attorneys.
Bruce M. Reynolds of the law fum of Stites &
Harbison, Lexington, Kentucky, recently
authored the chapter on Planning for Partner-
ship Disputes for the UK/CLE Practice Hand-
book Kenlucky Partnership Law (1991).
William T. Robinson, ill,managing partner of
the Northern Kentucky/Greater Cincinnati of-
lice of the law fum of Greenebaurn Doll &
McDonald, recently received the Walter R.
Dunlevy Frontiersman Award. Mr. Robinson
has also been named Chair of the Board of the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.
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1972
Ben S. Fletcher ill of Hopkinsville, Kentucky
has been elected to the Board of Directors of
Sovran Bank of Kentucky .He is a partnerin the
newly formed law firm of Fletcher. Cotthoff and
Willen and a member of the Kentucky Bar
Association House of Delegates.
William E. Davis. a former director of
Kentucky's Administrative Office of the Courts
and director of California's Administrative Of-
ficeoftheCourts since 1987, recently announced
his resignation to concentrate on a leadership
position on the National Spiritual Assembly of
Babai.
Jimmy Martin Hammond of Floyd County,
Kentucky was unanimously elected an official
of the Kentucky County Attorneys Association
by his fellow county attorneys from throughout
the state at the organization's 1991 annualmeet-
ing in Lexington, Kentucky. Mr.Hammond will
serve successive terms as secretary.
vice-president, president-elect. and president.
Michael W. Hawkins, partnerwith the law finn
of Dinsmore & Shohl, Cincinnati, Ohio , has
been appointed to serve on the State of Ohio
Operations Improvement Task Force.
R. Burl McCoy of Lexington, Kentucky, was
recently elected to theBoard ofGovemors of the
Kentucky Academy of Trial Attorneys.
Thomas C. Osborne, McCracken County Ken-
tucky Commonwealth Attorney, was recently
named to the Board of Regents of Murray State
University.
John W. Stevenson of Owensboro, Kentucky,
was recently elected to theBoard of Directors of
the Kentucky Bar Association.
1973
Merle C, Clark of Danville, Kentucky, has
been elected Secretary-Treasurer of the Boyle
County Bar Association.
Class Actions
Samuel E. Davies of Barbourville, Kentucky,
was recently elected to the Board of Governors
of the Kentucky Academy of Trial Attorneys.
He is certified as a civil trial advocate by the
National Board of Trial Advocacy and engages
in the private practice of law inBarbourville and
Corbin, Kentucky.
Edward D. Hays of Danville, Kentucky, has
been elected President of the Boyle County Bar
Association.
John T. McGarvey served as anchor for Ken-
tucky Educational Television's All Evening
Election Night Coverage of the 1991 Kentucky
primary and general elections. Mr. McGarvey is
also the author of a chapter on "Prejudgment
Remedies" in the UK/CLE Practice Handbook,
Debtor/Creditor Relations in Kentucky (1991).
Michael A, Stidham and Clyde L. Simmons
recently formed the firm of Stidham. Simmons
and Calvert with Stephen L. Calvert. The firm's
offices are in Jackson. Kentucky.
1974
Gerald F. Dusing, partner in the firm of Adams,
Brooking, Stepner, Woltermann & Dusing,
Covington, Kentucky, has been appointed by
the Kentucky Supreme Court as chair of the
Continuing Legal Education Corrunission of the
Kentucky Bar Association.
Robert Elliott of Lexington, Kentucky, is
co-author of a chapter on "Medical Malpractice"
for UK/CLE's Practice Handbook Kentucky
Health Law published in June 1991.
Frank H. McCartney of Suit, McCartney &
Price in Flemingsburg, Kentucky, authored the
chapter on "Problems Faced by Governmental
and Rural Hospitals" for UK/CLE's Practice
Handbook Kentucky Health Law, published in
June, 1991.
Stephen Milner was named by Governor
Wallace Wilkinson to fill an interim vacancy on
the Fayette Circuit Court, Lexington, Kentucky.
Pamela H. Potter of Ashland, Kentucky, is the
author of the chapter on "Death and Care of the
Dying" in UK/CLE's Practice Handbook, Ken-
tucky Health Law, published in June, 1991.
Stephen E. Underwood and Paul K. Turner
have announced the formation of the law firm of
Turner & Underwood. with offices in
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
1975
William Garmer of Lexington, Kentucky, has
been named Secretary of the Kentucky Acad-
emy of Trial Attorneys. Mr. Ganner is also
co-author of a chapter on "Medical Malpractice"
for UK/CLE's Practice Handbook on Kentucky
Health Law, published in June, 1991.
R. David Lester of Stoll, Keenon & Park,
Lexington, Kentucky, recently authored the
chapter on "Partnership Operations" for the UKj
CLE Practice Handbook Kentucky Partnership
Law (1991).
Walter Olin recently opened the partnership of
Olin, Hunter & Gilson with Barbara Ann Hunter,
78 and Edward S. Gilson. '71 in Lexington,
Kentucky.
William Reed of Lexington, Kentucky, is the
author of achapter on "Collecting from Military
Personnel and Other Specially Situated Defen-
dants" for UK/CLE's Practice Handbook,
Debtor/Creditor Relations in Kentuclcy (1991.
J.Randall Reinhardt of Bulle it, Kinkead, Irvin
& Reinhardt in Lexington, Kentucky. was re-
cently the subject of an article in the Bowling
Green, Kentucky, Daily News. Mr. Reinhardt is
Kentucky's leading acrobatic airplane pilot as
well as the 1989 winner of the International
Aerobatic Club President's Award.
1976
Rosemary F. Center has been named Assistant
Attorney General in the Civil and Environmen-
tal Division of the Kentucky Attorney General's
Office, Frankfort, Kentucky.
Marsha Ridings of London. Kentucky, was
recently elected to the Board of Directors of the
newly formed Kentucky Bar Association for
Women.
Larry F. Sword, of Somerset, Kentucky, was
recently elected to the Board of Governors of the
Kentucky Academy of Trial Attorneys.
1977
Joseph Conley, Jr. of the law firm of Dinsmore
& Shohl in Florence, Kentucky, was elected
Secretary of the Civil Litigation Section of the
Kentucky Bar Association. In addition, Mr.
Conley was named in June 1991 to be one of two
special prosecutors in an investigation of cam-
paign contributions inKentucky. He also serves
as Lecturer-on-Law at the Universiry of'Cincin-
nati Law School and as Adjunct Professor at
Salmon P. Chase College of Law, Northern
Kentucky University.
24
Michael Flowers has been promoted to Chief
Counsel of The Midland Company in Cincin-
nati.
Gatewood. Galbraith, was a candidate in the
primary election for the Democratic nomination
for Governor of Kentucky. He has now re-
opened his law practice in Lexington, Ken-
tucky.
Walter Morris, Jr. has been named a partner in
the law frrm of Gess Mattingly & Atchison in
Lexington, Kentucky.
Foster Ockerman, Jr. of the Lexington, Ken-
tucky, law firm of Martin, Ockerman & Brabant
has been named Vice Chair and President-Elect
of the Real Estate Practice section of the Ken-
tucky Bar Association.
Paula M. Raines has completed her Ph.D. in
Psychology and has opened a law office with w.
Stokes Harris in Lexington, Kentucky.
Barbara Sutherland has joined the Kentucky
Department of Public Advocacy's Administra-
tive Division as Law Librarian.
1978
Janet A. Craig of Stites &Harbison in lexing-
ton, Kentucky, recently authored the chapter on
"Hospital/Medical Stafflssues" for UK/CLE's
Practice Handbook, KenJucky Health Law, pub-
lished in June, 1991.
James W. Gardner, partner in the Lexington,
Kentucky, firm of Henry, Watz, Gardner &
Sellars, was the subjectof a lengthy profile in the
Lexington Herald-Leader. The article focussed
on Mr. Gardner's work in international law and
business and his duties as President of the Blue-
grass International Trade Association. Mr.
Gardner formerly practiced with Central Ken-
tucky Legal Services and served as aMemberof
the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Council
from 1981-85. He chaired theLexingtonMayor's
Task Force on the Homeless fom 1983-88.
Alex P. Harrington has joined the Louisville
office of Stites & Harbison law firm, where his
responsibilities will include state and municipal
finance, securities and acquisition matters.
Kevin Henry of Lexington, Kentucky, was re-
cently elected to the Board of Governors of the
Kentucky Academy of Trial Attorneys.
Barbara Ann Hunter recently opened the part-
nership of Olin, Hunter & Gilson with Walter
Olin, 75 and Edward S. Gilson, 71 in Lexing-
ton, Kentucky.
Class Actions
CarIJ. Stich,Jr .•partner in theCincinnati-based
fum of Dinsmore & Shohl, was named one of
two special prosecutors in an investigation of
campaign contributions in Kentucky.
A. George Mason, Jr. was recently promoted
to the position of Vice President and General
Counsel of Equitable Resources Exploration, a
division of Equitable Resources Energy Com-
pany, in Kingsport, Tennessee. The company
conducts oil and gas exploration and develop-
ment inKentucky, Virginia and Tennessee.
Harry D. Rankin recently joined the firm of
Greenebawn Doll & McDonald in its Northern
Kentucky/Greater Cincinnati office in
Covington. Kentucky.
Pam Robinette of Pikeville, Kentucky, has
been elected to serve on the Board of Directors
of the Kentucky Academy of Hospital Attor-
neys. In addition, she is the author of the chapter
on "Informed Consent" in UK/CLE' s Practice
Handbook Ke7l1uckyHealth Law, published in
June, 1991.
John S. Sawyer of Greenebaum Doll &
McDonald in Lexington, Kentucky, is co-author
of a chapter on ''Bankruptcy and Related Sol-
vency Issues" for UKlCLE's Practice Hand-
book Debtor/Creditor Relations in Kentucky
(1991).
Robert B. ViceofHim, Reed, Harper & Eisinger
recently co-authored the chapter on "Formation
ofGeneralandLimitedPartnerships"withDavid
W. Harper for the UK/CLE Practice Handbook,
Ke7l1uckyPartnership Law (1991).
1979
Lester I. Adams,Jr. has become an associate in
the firm ofGreenebaum Boone Treitz Maggiolo
& Brown, in Louisville, Kentucky.
Marie Alagia Cull of Alagia, Day, Marshall,
Mintmire & Chauvin in Frankfort. Kentucky,
authored the chapter providing an "Overview of
the Laws Governing Long-Term Care in Ken-
tucky" for UK/CLE's Practice Handbook. Ken-
tucky Health Law, published in June, 1991.
David A. Franklin has become a partner in the
firm of Landrum & Shouse in Lexington, Ken-
tucky.
Robert W. Kellerman of Frankfort, Kentucky,
recently became President-Elect of the Ken-
tucky Bar Foundation.
Robert A.Miller has beenelected Vice-president
of the Meade County Bar Association,
Brandenburg, Kentucky.
Maria RansdeD of Lexington, Kentucky, has
been elected president of The Kentucky Asso-
ciation of Criminal Defense Lawyers.
1980
David Andrews of Lexington, Kentucky, has
been elected to the Board of Governors of the
Kentucky Academy of Trial Attorneys.
R. Thomas Carter of Goldberg & Simpson in .
Louisville, Kentucky, authored the chapter on
"Medicare Fraud and Abuse and Reimburse-
mentlssues" for UK/CLE' s Practice Handbook,
Ke7l1uckyHealth Law, published in June, 1991.
Patterson DeCamp has become a shareholder
in the firm of Kincaid, Wilson, Schaeffer,
Hembree, Van Inwegen & Kinser, Lexington,
Kentucky.
Thomas K. Herren has joined with Thomas H.
Glover '82 and Cbarles C. Adams. Jr, to fonn
Glover, Herren & Adams, with offices in Lex-
ington, Kentucky. Mr. Herren has also been
elected to the Board of Governors of the Ken-
tucky Academy of Trial Attorneys.
John Hinkel of Fowler, Measle & Bell in Lex-
ington, Kentucky, is co-author of a chapter on
"Handling the Collections Case" in UK/CLE's
Practice Handbook Debtor/Creditor Relations
in Ke7l1ucky (1991).
John O.Morgan of Kincaid, Wilson, Schaeffer,
Hembree, VanInwegen & Kinser, Lexington,
Kentucky, is the author of a chapter on "Secured
Transactions and VCC Concerns" in UK/CLE's
forthcoming Practice Handbook Debtor/Credi-
tor Relations in Ke7l1ucky (1991).
Mark R. Overstreet of Stites & Harbison in
Frankfort, Kentucky, is the author of the chapter
on "Legal Bases for Remedies Under Kentucky
Law" in UK/CLE's Practice Handbook Debtor/
Creditor Relations in Kemucky (1991).
Penny Travelsted of Bowling Green, Ken-
tucky, was recently elected Secretary of the
newly formed Kentucky Bar Association for
Women.
Robert R. Saelinger has been named a partner
with the firm of Graydon, Head & Ritchey, with
offices inCincinnati, Ohio, and Florence, Ken-
tucky. He practices in the areas of employee
benefits, executive compensation and general
taxation law and is in charge of the fum's
Kentucky office. He is admitted to practice in
both Ohio and Kentucky.
25
Dean T. Wellman has joined with George C.
Piper '67 andBarbaraBowers '83 tofonnthelaw
firm of Piper, Wellman &Bowers. The firm has
offices in Lexington, Kentucky.
1981
Winifred Bryant has become a partner in the
Lexington, Kentucky, finn of Gess, Mattingly
& Atchison.
Karen Caldwell of Lexington, Kentucky, was
recently confmned to succeed Louis DeFalaise
as United States Attorney for the Eastern Dis-
trict of Kentucky.
Martha Copeland of Corbin, Kentucky, has
been elected vice-president of the newly formed
Kentucky Bar Association for Women. She is a
partner in the law fmn of Freeman and Copeland.
Thomas Hellmann has been named Assistant
Attorney General in the Civil and Environmen-
tal Division of the Kentucky Attorney General's
Office.
Bruce Orwin received an outstanding volun-
teer commendation award from the Kentucky
Chapter of The Nature Conservancy inMay for
his pro bono legal services in land acquisition
for the Conservancy, a private, international
non-profit conservation organization. Orwin
practices law with the fmn of John G. Prather in
Somerset, Kentucky.
Jane I. Tudor has been named a partner in the
Louisville, Kentucky, office of Greenebaum
Doll & McDonald, where she will concentrate
her practice in environmental law.
1982
Bill Adams of Louisville, Kentucky has joined
the Jefferson County Kentucky
Commonwealth's Attorney office as an assis-
tant Commonwealth Attorney.
Michael V. Brodarlck has become a member
of the finn of Lloyd & McDaniel, in Louisville,
Kentucky.
Benjamin Cowgill, Jr. has become a partner in
the finn of Landrum & Shouse in Lexington,
Kentucky.
Class Actions
John Geary Deeb, former Assistant Common-
wealth Attorney for Warren County. Kentucky,
has joined with C. Thomas Poole '75 and Phillip
L.Kimbel to form the firm of Poole, Kimbel &
Deeb in Bowling Green, Kentucky.
Thomas H. Glover has joined with Thomas K.
Herren '80 and Charles C. Adams, Jr. to form
Glover, Herren & Adams in Lexington, Ken-
tucky.
John R. Grise of Campbell, Kerrick & Grise in
Bowling Green recently co-authored the chap-
ter on "Marketing and Advertising Health Care
Services" for UK/CLE's Practice Handbook
Kentucky Health Law, published in June, 1991.
Sarah Jackson has become amemberofthelaw
firm of McBrayer, McGinnis, Leslie &Khkland
and will practice in the firm's Frankfort. Ken-
tucky office.
John G. McNelU has become a partner in the
finn of Landrum & Shouse in Lexington, Ken-
tucky.
John C. Merchant has joined the Cincinnati,
Ohio, law firm of Peck, Shaffer & Williams as
an associate. He formerly served as staff auor-
ney for the Commonwealth of Kentucky Fi-
nance Administration Cabinet in the Office of
Legal and Legislative Services.
Candace Shaughnessy of Wyatt, Tarrant &
Combs inLouisville. Kentucky, has been elected
to serve on the Board of Directors of the Ken-
tucky Academy of Hospital Attorneys.
Michael Troutman has become a partner in the
Lexington, Kentucky. frrmofFowler, Measle &
Bell. Troutman is also the author of a chapter on
"Federal Tax Liens"in UK/CLE'sPracticeHand-
book Debtor/Creditor RelaJions in Kentucky
(1991).
1983
T. Bruce Bell has become a partner in the
Lexington, Kentucky flrm of Fowler, Measle &
Bell.
Barbara J. Bowers has joined with George C.
Piper '67 and Dean T. Welhnan '80 to form the
law firm of Piper. Wellman & Bowers in lex-
ington, Kentucky.
Elizabeth Feamster has become a partner in the
Lexington, Kentucky, firm of Fowler, Measle &
Bell.
James E. Hargrove, a founding member of the
Lexington. Kentucky. firm of Newberry,
Hargrove & Rambicure, has been named to the
board of directors of the Baptist Hospitals Foun-
dation, which is based in Louisville, Kentucky.
Hargrove is also the author of a chapter on
"Collecting From Decedents' Estates" in UK/
CLE's forthcoming Practice Handbook, Debtorl
Creditor Relations in Kentucky (1991).
David Kramer of Deters, Benzinger & LaYelle
in Covington. Kentucky, recently co-authored
the chapter on "Federal Antitrust Law in the
Health Care Field" for UK/CLE' s Practice Hand-
book Kentucky Health Law, published in June,
1991.
James M, Mooney has joined with Eugene F.
Mooney '86 and Matthew L.Mooney to fonn the
law firm of Mooney, Mooney & Mooney in
Lexington. Kentucky. The firm will engage in
general trial and appellate practice.
Keith Moorman has become a member of the
law firm of Brown, Todd & Heyburn. He will
continue his practice in the areas of products
liability, environmental law and generallitiga-
tion in the firm' s Lexington, Kentucky office.
Michael D. Risley has been elected to partner-
ship in the law firm of Stites & Harbison, in
Louisville. Kentucky.
Richard M. Wehrle has become a member of
the Lexington. Kentucky, firm of Vimont &
Wills. He will continue his practice in the areas
of estate planning, tax, real estate, and corporate
and business planning.
1984
Russell J. Baldanl was the subject of a lengthy
profile in the Lexington Herald-Leader in the
spring. The article noted Mr. Baldani's defense
of several defendants in capital cases. Mr.Baldani
formerly practiced with Fayette County Legal
Aid and the DepartmentofPublic Advocacy and
is now in private practice with the finn of Sum-
mers, Baldani, Rowland and Richardson. in
Lexington, Kentucky.
Amye Bensenhaver Majorshasjoined thestaff
of the Kentucky Attorney General's Office as an
Assistant Attorney General.
Perry Bentley has become a partner in the
Lexington, Kentucky, firm of Stoll, Keenon &
Park.
26
W. Bradford Boone has become associated
with the finn of Stites & Harbison in Lexington,
Kentucky. He will practice tax law in the firm's
corporate section.
Brian C.Gardner has become amember of the
firm of Newberry. Hargrove & Rambicure in
Lexington, Kentucky. Gardner was also recently
elected to the Board of Directors of the Ken-
tucky Chamber of Commerce.
William Green, Associate Professor of Gov-
ernment at Morehead State University has pub-
lished an article in the Urban Lawyer entitled
"State Constitutions, Industrial Recruitment In-
centives, and Japanese Automobile Investment
in Mid-America." He also co-edited with UK
Political Science Professor Ernest Yanarella,
The Politics of Industrial Recruitment: Japa-
nese Automobile Investment and Economic De-
velopment in the American Stales, published by
Greenwood Press.
Brian L. Haynes announces that his finn's
name has been changed to Meyer, Hutchinson,
McKinley & Haynes in Owensboro. Kentucky.
Susan J. Hoffman of Greenebaum Doll &
McDonald in Lexington, Kentucky, isco-author
of a chapter on Bankruptcy and Related Sol-
vency Issues for UK/CLE's Practice Handbook
Debtor/Creditor Relations in Kentucky (1991).
Warren J. Hoffman has become a member of
the firm of Brown Todd & Heyburn. He will
continue his practice in the areas of corporate
and commercial law in the finn's Lexington,
Kentucky office.
Randall A. Hutchens has become associated
with the Overbey Law Finn in Murray, Ken-
tucky.
J. Clarke Keller has been elected to partnership
in the finn of Stites & Harbison in Lexington,
Kentucky.
Dan Rose has become a partner in the Lexing-
ton, Kentucky, finn of Stoll, Keenon & Park.
Randy Shaw has been named a partner in the
Louisville, Kentucky office of Morgan &
Pottinger. He concentrates his practice in the
areas of comrnerciallitigation and is involved in
loan restructuring, foreclosure, bankruptcy and
environmental law .
J. Guthrie True has become a partner in the
Lexington, Kentucky, firm of Stoll. Keenon &
Park.
Class Actions
1985 In Memoriam
Patrick Fulton has become an associate in the
Lexington, Kentucky officeofthefrrmofFerreri
& Fogle.
Allen Montgomery of Louisville, Kentucky.
has been elected to serve on the Board of
Directors of the Kentucky Academy ofHospi-
tal Attorneys.
Sharon Morris has become a member of the
finn ofGess, Mattingly & Atchison in Lexing-
ton, Kentucky.
Kenl Tyler Young has joined the staff of the
Kentucky Attorney General's Office as an As-
sistant Attorney General. He previously served
as an attorney with the Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection Cabinet.
1986
Albert "Ben" Chandler was elected Auditor
of the state of Kentucky inNovember 1991.
Whitney Dunlap, II has become a member of
the firm of Burnam & Thompson, in Rich-
mond, Kentucky.
Laurel L. F. Garrett has become a partner in
the Lexington, Kentucky, firm of Henry, Watz,
Gardner & Sellars. She will continue to prac-
tice in the areas of corporate, securities, and
health care law.
Janie C. McKenzie has been admitted to part-
nership in the Prestonsburg, Kentucky office of
the law firm of Boehl Stopher Graves &
Deindoerfer.
Matthew L. Mooney has joined with Eugene
F. Mooney and James M. Mooney '83 to form
the law firm of Mooney, Mooney &Mooney in
Lexington, Kentucky. The firm will engage in
general trial and appellate practice.
1987
Sandra Bolin has been elected to partnership
in the Richmond. Kentucky finn of Coy, Gil-
bert & Gilbert.
Leah R. Cooper, former law clerk to Federal
DistrictJudge Edward H. Johnstone, has opened
a law office in Paducah, Kentucky. She is
licensed in both Kentucky and Illinois.
Stan Cox has been appointed Assistant Attor-
ney General in the new Envirorunental Pros-
ecution Unit of the Special Prosecution Divi-
sion of the Kentucky Attorney General's Of-
fice.
John L.Dolson has joined the Frankfort, Ken-
tucky, office of the law finn of McBrayer,
McGinnis, Leslie & Kirkland as an associate.
He previously practiced with the Louisville,
Kentucky office of Brown, Todd & Heyburn.
Keith Duerr has been elected vice-president
of the Hardin County Bar Association in
Elizabethtown, Kentucky.
Ashley S. Rusher has joined the law firm of
House & Blanco in Winston-Salem, North
Carolina as an associate in the firm's bank-
ruptcy section. She was formerly associated
with the Winston-Salem, North Carolina. law
finn of Allman Spry Humphreys Leggett &
Howington, and served as clerk for the Hon.
Jerry G. Tart, U.S. Bankruptcy Judge for the
Middle District of North Carolina.
Gregory S. Shumate is the author of the chap-
ter on "Special Purpose Partners and Parmer-
ships" for the UKjCLE's Practice Handbook
Kentucky Partnership Law (1991).
1988
Pamela C. Bratcher has become an associate
in the Bowling Green, Kentucky, finn of Cole,
Broderick, Minton, Moore & Thornton.
Steve Schroering has been named Assistant
Attorney General in the Special Prosecutions
Division of the Kentucky Attorney General's
Office.
1989
Bridget L. Dunaway has joined with Boyd F.
Taylor '61 and 1.Warren Keller to form the finn
of Taylor, Keller & Dunaway in London, Ken-
tucky.
R. Douglas Martin has become associated
with the finn of Kincaid, Wilson, Schaeffer,
Van Inwegen & Kinser, Lexington, Kentucky.
Robert L. Roark has become associated with
the firm of Newberry ,Hargrove and Rambicure
in Lexington, Kentucky.
1990
T. Kevin Flanery has become associated with
the frrmofBulleit, Kinkead, Irvin & Reinhardt
in Lexington, Kentucky. He was formerly with
the Louisville, Kentucky firm of woodward,
Hobson & Fulton.
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1924 Governor A.B. "Happy" Chandler-
Versailles, Kentucky
1931 Charles Reidinger Lewis County,
Kentucky
1932 AlherlM. Karnes- Paducah, Kentucky
1933 nan E. Fowler - Lexington, Kentucky
Bert O. Howard - Harlan. Kentucky
1934 Eugene C. Royse -Maysville, Kentucky
1935 L.Mariou Oliver - Berea, Kentucky
1938 Elwood Rosenbaum- Lexington,
Kentucky
1939 J. R. Bush, Jr. - Lexington, Kentucky
1941 W. Howard Clay - Louisville, Kentucky
1943 William J. Dingus - McDonough,
Georgia
1948 Clay M. Bishop -Manchester, Kentucky
Thomas C. Carroll - Anchorage,
Kentucky
1950 Hugh K. Camphell - Crestwood,
Kentucky
Everett R. Berger, Jr. - Claymont,
Delaware
1951 Arloe W. Mayne - Ashland, Kentucky
1952 Anne Varble - Jeffersonville, Indiana
Joe Nagle - Middlesboro, Kentucky
1954 Judge Harris S. Howard
Prestonsburg, Kentucky
John W. Murphy, Jr. - Liberty,
Kentucky
Clyde Mullius - Elkhorn City, Kentucky
1955 Charles R. Doyle - Lexington, Kentucky
1959 Wendell Cherry - Louisville, Kentucky
1979 Kathleen Beyer Dorman - Frankfort,
Kentucky
FYI
Undergraduate Institutions Represented in Student Body
The College of Law for the 91-92 academic year student body contains representatives who did undergraduate work at 120 different institutions:
Abilene Christian University
University of Alabama
Alice Lloyd College
Alma College
Angelo State University
Bellarmine College
Berea College
Boston College
Boston State College
Boston University
Bowling Green State University
Bryn Mawr College
University of California at Los Angeles
California State University at Fullerton
Campbellsville College
Central Wesleyan College
Centre College
University of Chicago
University of Cincinnati
Colby College
University of Colorado
Colorado State University
Colorado State University at Catherine
Cumberland College
David Lipscomb University
Davidson College
University of Dayton
Depauw University
Drew University
Duke University
Eastern Kentucky University
Eckerd College
Emory University
Evergreen State College
University of Florida
Freed-Hardeman University
Furman University
George Washington University
Georgetown College
Georgetown University
University of Georgia
Georgia State University
Grinnell College
Hampton University
Hanover College
Haverford College
Howard University
Hunter College
University of Illinois
lllinois Wesleyan University
Indiana University
Indiana Wesleyan
James Madison University
Kalamazoo College
University of Kentucky
Kentucky Christian College
Kentucky State University
Kentucky Wesleyan College
Lincoln Memorial University
Louisiana State University
University of Louisville
Marquette University
Marshall University
University of Massachusetts at Boston
Memphis State University
University of Miami
Miami University
University of Michigan
Morehead State University
Murray State University
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Northern Kentucky University
Northwestern University
Notre Dame University
Ohio State University
University of Pennsylvania
Pikeville College
University of Pittsburgh
Princeton University
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Rio Grande College
Roger Williams College
Rutgers College of Nursing
Saint Bonaventure University
Saint Lawrence University
Sarah Lawrence College
University of the South
University of South Carolina
Southeast Missouri State University
Stanford University
State University of New York at Buffalo
Sweet Briar College
University of Tampa
University of Tennessee
University of Tennessee at Martin
University of Texas
Thomas More College
Transylvania University
Tulane University
Union College
Vanderbilt University
Vassar College
Villanova University
University of Virginia
Virginia Commonwealth University
Wabash College
Wake Forest
University of Washington
Washington and Lee
Washington University at St. Louis
Wellesley College
Western Kentucky University
University of Western Ontario
West Virginia Wesleyan College
Williams College
University of Wisconsin at Bau Claire
University of Wisconsin at Madison
Wright State University
Xavier University
Yale University
FYI
University of Kentucky College of Law Highlights
Medium sized law school (approximately 440 students)
Active, involved alumni support
Excellent student-faculty ratio of 17:1
All professors teach and the College provides strong emphasis on good teaching
Scholarly output of faculty rated within top 25 law schools nationally
Cohesive student body-c-all are full time day students
Nationally recognized continuing legal education program with 19 years of service to students, the bar, the
judiciary, and the community
Strong placement services-i-on campus program, 4 national and regional job fairs, one for minority students-
opportunities throughout Kentucky and the United States
Student body 85% Kentuckian and 15% non-resident, representing approximately 120 undergraduate institu-
tions
• Financial aid and loans through UK central Financial Aid office
Law library one of the best in the Southeast, over 300,000 volumes with WESlLA W and LEXIS
• Highly regarded Kentucky Law Journal is the tenth oldest law journal in the nation
• Mineral Law Center and Journal of Mineral Law & Policy on cutting edge of mineral and environmental fields
Widely respected moot court program-tearns consistently fmishing high in national competition
Joint degree programs leading to JD/MBA and JDjPublic Administration
• Tuition $1,330jsemester for Kentucky residents and $3,850jsemester for non-residents in 1991-92
Class entering 1991 had median undergraduate GPA of 3.33 and LSAT of38
96% Kentucky Bar pass rate of Class of 1991

